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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In wireless communications, the demand for a wide range of human- and

machine- type communication services, as well as radio spectrum scarcity

are leading to a rapid increase in the network performance requirements,

for instance, in terms of peak data rate, latency, coverage, capacity, spec-

trum efficiency and energy efficiency. Therefore, the 3rd Generation Part-

nership Project (3GPP) radio technologies, such as Long Term Evolution

(LTE) and New Radio (NR), were designed with these diverse require-

ments in mind [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

In LTE [8], the underlying Radio Access Technology (RAT) is based on

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as specified in [9].

This enables large data rates in combination with higher order modu-

lations, larger Bandwidths (BWs) and Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

(MIMO) enhancements. Moreover, the network architecture of LTE dis-

tributes the Radio Resource Management (RRM) functions among Base

Stations (BSs), and thereby a cost-effective and simplified operation with

lower control plane latency becomes possible.

Subsequently to the initial releases of LTE specifications, LTE-Advanced

(LTE-A) emerged as the continual improvement for the LTE RAT and ar-

chitecture standards by fulfilling the 4th Generation (4G) requirements [2].

Carrier Aggregation (CA), dual connectivity, advanced relay node com-

munications, MIMO enhancements as well as Coordinated Multi-Point

(CoMP) transmission and reception are considered to be the major tech-

nical improvements in 4G [10].

The advancements in LTE are not limited to those aforementioned. To

minimize both Operational Expenditure (OPEX) and Capital Expenditure
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(CAPEX), Self-Organizing Networks (SON), as the essential technology

component, was introduced in the 3GPP standards. By means of SON,

the major processes of network operation and maintenance can be fully

automated and distributed over the LTE Radio Access Network (RAN)

minimizing the need for human intervention. These automated functions

react dynamically against the negative changes in Key Performance In-

dicators (KPIs), optimizing the overall RAN performance and Quality of

Service (QoS) [11, 12].

From the previous studies conducted on the 3rd Generation (3G) net-

work optimization, it is known that the automated optimization of an-

tenna parameters is an attractive way to extend the network coverage and

maximize the network capacity in 3G networks of which the underlying

RAT is based on Code Division Multiple Access [13, 14]. This optimiza-

tion methodology could also be adapted to LTE networks where OFDM is

the underlying RAT. As presented in [15, 16, 17, 18], in the case of LTE,

the automated antenna optimization also provides notable performance

gains. On the other hand, from the SON perspective, the optimization

methodology has to tackle with several challenges in order to provide a

practical and efficient Coverage and Capacity Optimization (CCO) appli-

cation for LTE networks as discussed in [19]. It should be recalled that

since the underlying technology is also OFDM in NR [20], the SON solu-

tions for NR macro-cellular deployments are expected to be based on those

developed for LTE macro-cellular deployments.

In the literature, heuristic approaches are applied in some subfields of

communications engineering, such as network planning [21, 22, 23, 24],

and antenna design and control [25, 26]. However, exploring a large an-

tenna parameter space during the network’s operational phase may be

prohibitive, especially in the case of network-wide coverage optimization.

That is due to the high risk of negative performance impact on mobil-

ity and service continuity. Therefore, the practical applications of Local

Search (LS), such as Tabu Search [14], Simulated Annealing [23], Ge-

netic Algorithm [15] and Gradient Method [17], are considered to be quite

limited. Furthermore, in [13], a simple algorithm based on Rule-Based

Reasoning (RBR) is applied for the network-wide antenna optimization,

where predefined optimization policy rules are implemented in order to

avoid the exploration of a large parameter space. Yet in this case, an op-

timal end result may not always be guaranteed since there may not be

adequate expert knowledge available for every possible optimization sce-
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nario that could emerge in a dynamically changing RAN environment, for

instance, due to a BS outage. In order to overcome the human expertise

deficiency on these optimization scenarios, Fuzzy Reinforcement Learn-

ing approach is proposed by [16, 18]. On the other hand, the total number

of rules that needs to be trained and tuned by the mentioned approach

may be very large since it depends on both the number of inputs and the

membership functions that are defined for each input. In real-world de-

ployments, where the regular hexagonal layout assumption of [16, 18] is

not always valid, the time period needed for the training and tuning could

be too long for antenna optimization processes. To avoid all these trade-

offs, self-optimization methodology needs to effectively combine multiple

algorithmic methods.

In order to fully take advantage of SON, antenna parameters need to

be flexibly and accurately configurable. To enable this, Radio Frequency

(RF) components should be integrated with each radiating element of the

antenna. This way, the amplitude and phase control of the signals can

be fed into to each radiating element separately [27, 28]. Active Antenna

(AA) technology adopts the integration of the RF components and radi-

ating elements, and introduces Vertical Sectorization (VS) [27]. In VS,

horizontal sector is divided into two or more (vertical) subsectors. How-

ever, to optimize VS in co-channel deployments, the excessive Inter-Cell

Interference (ICI) between adjacent subsectors, which were also noted

by [29, 30, 31, 32] in the literature, must be alleviated. One way to solve

this problem is to use very narrow vertical beam patterns with large Elec-

trical Downtilt (EDT) angles. However, it may not be practical for antenna

systems to support a wide range of EDT angles. This is because the nar-

rower the beam pattern is, the more the side lobe level increases, thus

resulting in lower antenna gains [30]. Further, CoMP [33, 34, 35], which

is an attractive LTE-A feature to mitigate the ICI, can be considered as

a technology component to assist VS. Since the subsectors are expected

to be controlled by the same controlling unit in the BS, the co-operation

of these subsectors in scheduling and transmissions could be managed

seamlessly in the case of VS. On the other hand, in order to effectively

mitigate the load imbalance and minimize the ICI between the neighbor

subsectors [31], it is essential to study EDT optimization (for inner sub-

sectors) under the SON framework, regardless of the use of CoMP.

Since the Downlink (DL) ICI is the main driver for antenna optimiza-

tion, the performance studies are motivated toward more elaborate DL
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modeling and more detailed system-level simulations in DL. However,

there are also the CCO applications where Uplink (UL) can take ad-

vantage of self-optimization, such as cross-channel resource optimization.

That is, in order to obtain better coverage and capacity, as well as shorter

channel access latency in UL. The potential gains expected from cross-

channel resource optimization are minor in comparison with antenna op-

timization. However, the fact that the cost of UL resource optimization is

negligible makes it an attractive CCO application. This is because it does

not require any hardware investment as in antenna optimization. More-

over, UL resource optimization has local and temporal impact on the cell

coverage and capacity performance, and there is no need for inter-node

message exchange and long-term KPI collection unlike in many other

CCO applications.

In LTE and LTE-A networks, User Equipment (UE) data are scheduled

based on the instantaneous channel quality measurements so that the

BS can exploit the multi-user channel diversity optimizing the radio re-

source utilization [36]. In addition to the radio resource scheduling mech-

anism taking place within a single cell, SON is able to balance the net-

work load between different cells using the radio link quality and traffic

indicators [37, 38, 39]. In 5th Generation (5G) networks, not only conven-

tional KPIs but also UE context could be potentially utilized for the SON

framework [40]. For instance, the long-term scheduling of delay-tolerant

services in Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) could be possible this way.

The research study could also address whether UE context and UE itself

thereof should be a part of the SON architecture evolution toward 5G.

1.2 Scope of the Thesis and Research Questions

The primary objectives of the doctoral research were to explore the opti-

mization capabilities of LTE and its evolution toward 5G, develop self-

optimization solutions adopting low complexity and high intelligibility,

and evaluate the effectiveness of the these solutions on the mobile broad-

band performance.

To assess the network performance, both analytical and experimental

frameworks were developed for the simulation studies. Whilst the analyt-

ical framework simplifies the link-level modeling, the system-level mod-

eling enables the evaluation of overall network performance with a large

number of configurable RAN parameters.
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The following research questions are addressed in this doctoral disser-

tation:

1. How to ensure a reliable CCO performance assessment while enabling

longer performance evaluation cycles in comparison with the conven-

tional RRM evaluations?

2. Do antenna techniques, including VS, and antenna parameter settings

largely impact the DL coverage and capacity performance in the cellular

technologies that employ OFDM, such as LTE?

3. What performance gains are feasible in DL when the antenna tech-

niques and parameters are self-optimized, and what are the typical chal-

lenges in the closed-loop antenna optimization?

4. Could cross-channel resource optimization improve the UL capacity,

and what performance gains could be obtained in UL by means of self-

optimization?

5. How to select the most suitable SON architecture for a given applica-

tion, and how to design a practical SON algorithm for RAN parameter

optimization?

6. What are the potential use cases for the UE context information in the

evolution of SON toward 5G?

1.3 Contributions

The doctoral research presented herein contributed to the development

of the SON framework by analyzing the potential impact of adaptable

RAN parameters on the network performance, designing practical SON

algorithms that can autonomously tune these parameters in real-world

deployment scenarios and providing further guidelines to the SON archi-

tecture evolution toward 5G.

In order to make an assessment on the performance impact of electron-

ically tunable antenna parameters, horizontal and vertical Half Power

Beamwidths (HPBWs) and EDT are modeled in the LTE DL. Coverage
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and capacity performance evaluations were made in accordance with the

recommended 3GPP urban and suburban scenarios (i.e., 3GPP case 1 and

case 3). The simulation results demonstrate that the ICI-limited deploy-

ment scenario (i.e., 3GPP case 1) is more sensitive to the EDT than the

noise-limited deployment scenario (i.e., 3GPP case 3). Furthermore, in the

case of the ICI-limited deployment scenario - unlike the noise-limited de-

ployment scenario - the optimal EDT angle depends on the other antenna

properties, such as horizontal and vertical HPBWs. It is also shown that

the different coverage and capacity requirements may lead to different

optimal antenna parameter values.

Further, the performance evaluation methodology was extended to eval-

uate the network performance impact of Mechanical Downtilt (MDT) in

combination with EDT since large antenna downtilt angles may not be

feasible otherwise. Based on the DL performance assessments, EDT pro-

vides noticeably better performance in the case of the ICI-limited deploy-

ment scenario while the performance difference is insignificant for the

noise-limited deployment scenario. In addition, optimal angles for the

EDT and MDT parameters are slightly different from each other.

In addition to the performance assessment of the conventional antenna

techniques, the performance impact of a novel AA technique - VS - was

evaluated for both ICI- and noise- limited deployment scenarios. The sim-

ulation results demonstrate that VS could largely improve the network

capacity provided that an optimal EDT angle is applied for inner subsec-

tor. This is mainly because the ICI between adjacent subsectors may limit

the capacity gains when a suboptimal downtilt angle is applied for inner

subsector.

As discussed in the remainder of the dissertation, antenna parameter

adjustment does not only impact the network coverage and capacity in

the serving cell, but also in the neighboring cell(s). On the one hand, this

presents a great opportunity to enhance the overall network performance

by means of a joint antenna optimization process, on the other hand, it

poses a challenge as the interactions among BSs need to be taken into con-

sideration for each parameter adjustment. Hence, the centralized SON

architecture becomes a necessity for network-wide antenna parameter op-

timization. For instance, when a new RAT is deployed, BSs are typically

installed to the sites of the preceding RAT. Then, the reuse of the sites

requires the optimization of antenna parameters, and this has to be tack-

led by taking into account the interactions among the these BSs in terms
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of mobility. Another challenge is that the network coverage and capacity

are affected by various dynamic changes in the network environment and

deployment, such as urbanization and deployment densification. React-

ing on these problems manually is very expensive and time consuming,

therefore the antenna optimization solutions should also be responsive

to the changes in the network environment and deployment. Consid-

ering all these aspects, a novel CCO solution was proposed for the self-

optimization of the primary antenna parameters: EDT, antenna azimuth

and horizontal HPBW. The solution integrates RBR and Case-Based Rea-

soning (CBR), and applies these decision-making methods in the training

and learning phases, respectively. A dynamic system-level simulator was

developed to validate the DL performance of the solution in a realistic

macro-cellular deployment. The results show that the self-optimization of

these antenna parameters may provide substantial performance improve-

ments with a sufficiently fast convergence rate.

In order to guarantee a reliable and near-optimal operation of VS in a

network deployment that applies universal frequency reuse, such as LTE-

A, co-channel interference mitigation is essentially needed at least locally

i.e, under the coverage of a single BS. A distributed CCO solution was pro-

posed to mitigate the excessive ICI by self-tuning EDT toward the optimal

antenna elevation angle. The solution performance was evaluated in DL

for both coordinated and uncoordinated multi-point transmission scenar-

ios within the LTE-A framework [35] using a dynamic LTE-A compliant

system-level simulator. The extensive performance evaluations demon-

strate that the self-optimization of EDT improves the VS performance by

reducing the network load significantly. Furthermore, the performance

gain is even greater when VS is provided with the dynamic point selec-

tion and muting (blanking) that is an LTE-A feature introduced within

the CoMP concept [35].

Besides the centralized and distributed CCO solutions, there could also

be localized CCO solutions that LTE networks can benefit from. In this re-

spect, the cross-channel resource optimization between Physical Random

Access Channel (PRACH) and Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH)

is a prominent example where a localized CCO solution is applied. Based

on a semi-analytic performance evaluation, it is shown that LTE PRACH

is robust against large changes in the user traffic and mobility. More-

over, the results indicate that the PUSCH capacity in LTE could be im-

proved by the self-optimization of PRACH preamble period, whereas the
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performance targets for Contention-Based Random Access (CBRA) and

Non-Contention-Based Random Access (NCBRA) are met by adjusting the

PRACH preamble split parameter. Although performance gains are not

as large as in the aforementioned major CCO applications, improvements

are obtained using a simple algorithm, and no additional hardware in-

vestment would be required in the network.

In 5G deployments, the co-existence of multiple coverage layers is ex-

pected to provide a large selection of connectivity options at the disposal

of UEs, each with their own connection characteristics. In these HetNet

deployments, UE context could be utilized to offload BW-hungry delay-

tolerant services to the optimal connectivity layer, and thus free up re-

sources for delay-critical services in other layer(s). Therefore, toward 5G,

it is essential to explore whether UE context can be utilized in addition to

existing network KPIs. System-level simulations reveal that both the UE

and the network could indeed benefit from the developed context-aware

SON solution. The solution enables the UE and the network to proac-

tively interact with each other and optimize the mutual data traffic in

both time and connectivity domains.

It should be noted that the doctoral research contributed to the devel-

opment of SON simulators, demonstrators and products at Nokia Net-

works (formerly Nokia Siemens Networks). As advertised in [41], SON

solutions became commercially available as a result of long-term research

and development projects including the one presented in this thesis. In

addition, the studies on antenna parameter optimization [PI, PII, PIV,

PV] led to a granted patent [42]; and the work on the utilization of UE

context [PVIII] resulted in three granted patents [43, 44, 45]. Further-

more, the studies conducted in the scope of this dissertation paved the

way for further research toward 5G as demonstrated in the recent litera-

ture [46, 47, 48, 49, 50].

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the functional

and architectural categorizations of SON along with a series of examples

that are associated to different SON categories. In Chapter 3, the sys-

tem model for performance evaluations is presented in detail, including

simulation scenarios, channel access modeling, link-to-system mapping,

mobility and antenna modeling. Chapter 4 presents the self-optimization
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methodology and reports the performance results for the studied SON so-

lutions: antenna parameter optimization, VS optimization, cross-channel

resource optimization and context-aware connectivity optimization. The

thesis is concluded in Chapter 5.

1.5 Summary of Publications

The dissertation is based on eight publications that are appended at the

end of this manuscript. The contribution of each publication is summa-

rized as below.

Publications [PI, PII, PIII] explore the optimization space for a selected

set of antenna techniques and parameters by applying both analytical and

experimental frameworks that are developed for LTE. Simulations in [PI,

PII, PIII] were carried out with a static system-level LTE simulator. Pub-

lication [PI] evaluates the network performance impact of horizontal and

vertical HPBWs, and EDT in the LTE DL. System-level simulation stud-

ies were performed for different macro-cellular deployment scenarios to

demonstrate the relationship between the deployment scenario and the

required antenna parameter setting for optimized network performance.

Publication [PII] assumes the same evaluation methodology as in [PI]

to study the network performance impact of MDT in combination with

EDT. The research work in [PII] addresses the practical limitation in EDT

range, and the possible use of MDT to complement EDT. Publication [PIII]

extends the previous studies [PI, PII] and analyzes whether AA technol-

ogy enables further coverage and capacity improvements by means of VS

in macro-cellular deployments.

Publications [PIV, PV, PVI] present the CCO studies carried out for

the antenna techniques and parameters. The performance evaluations

in [PIV, PV, PVI] were performed assuming a non-deterministic deploy-

ment scenario with a potential Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-

tem (UMTS) site reuse with LTE. Publication [PIV] studies EDT optimiza-

tion as a part of the CCO use case. The optimization methodology pre-

sented in [PIV] adopts CBR in decision-making assuming the centralized

SON architecture. The performance evaluations in [PIV] were carried out

with a semi-static system-level LTE simulator that generates the Signal

to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) and cell throughput results. Pub-

lication [PV] advances the performance evaluation methodology studied

in [PIV] with the help of a dynamic system-level simulator which enables
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the empirical analysis of mobility robustness. It also extends the previous

contributions to the SON framework and presents the improved central-

ized self-optimization methodology. Moreover, it provides the CCO results

not only for the EDT parameter but also for the antenna azimuth and

HPBW parameters. Publication [PVI] complements the previous studies

by presenting a decentralized self-optimization methodology for the VS

technique. The performance evaluations in [PVI] were carried out assum-

ing an LTE-A DL scenario with the CoMP capability. The primary goal of

the study is to answer whether CCO can mitigate local capacity problems

by not altering the handover regions. Mobility Load Balancing (MLB) is

also able to respond to local capacity needs. However, in the case of MLB,

the handover regions are frequently changed due to the continuous adap-

tation of mobility parameters [37, 38, 39].

Publication [PVII] presents an analytical framework for the UL channel

modeling in LTE on the basis of probability theory and statistics. Then, it

uses the deduced mathematical framework and the dynamic system-level

LTE simulations in order to examine the cross-channel resource optimiza-

tion between PRACH and PUSCH.

Publication [PVIII] covers a 5G HetNet scenario where not only con-

ventional KPIs but also UE context could be utilized for the SON frame-

work. It demonstrates the traffic offloading gains through the long-term

scheduling of delay-tolerant services in HetNets based on the context in-

formation. The performance evaluations were carried out with a dynamic

system-level simulator.
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2. Self-Organizing Networks

In early Global System For Mobile Communications (GSM) deployments,

network maintenance was done mainly on site. Yet along with the evo-

lution of cellular network technologies, nearly all processes regarding the

Radio Access Network (RAN) planning, configuration, optimization and

healing were managed by centralized remote applications. In the case of

Self-Organizing Networks (SON), network maintenance and operations

can be fully automated and distributed over RAN. This way, the need for

human intervention is minimized and OPEX is further reduced. More-

over, network can be smoothly densified enabling large CAPEX savings.

To guide both network equipment and User Equipment (UE) manufac-

turers as well as enable interoperability among different manufacturers,

SON is specified under 3GPP. Several specification groups study SON use

cases to cover both RAN and Operation and Maintenance (O&M) aspects.

Accordingly, the agreed functions are specified in multiple series of specifi-

cations. The LTE RAN functions that were specified for self-configuration

and self-optimization are summarized in [51]. The details of the RAN

studies that guided the specification work for the LTE Radio Access Tech-

nology (RAT) are reported in [11, 52]. In the case of O&M, SON concepts

and requirements are provided in [53]. Furthermore, O&M aspects on

self-configuration, self-optimization and self-healing are provided within

the 32-series technical specifications [54].

2.1 SON Functions and Use Cases

Based on the functionality, SON solutions can be divided into four cat-

egories as suggested by the Next Generation Mobile Networks Alliance

(NGMN) [12]: self-planning, self-configuration, self-optimization and self-

healing, see Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. Main functions and their dependencies in SON during the pre-operational
and operational phases.

2.1.1 Self-Planning

Self-planning refers to the dynamic re-computation of the network plan

in order to smoothly integrate a newly deployed BS, which is needed for

either coverage extension or capacity expansion, into an existing RAN. As

a result of this process, a new set of RAN parameter configurations are

provided for both the newly deployed BS and its neighbors [24].

Even though in the literature [16], self-planning was considered under

the self-configuration category, it can also be categorized as a standalone

function as proposed in [12]. This is because the results of the process do

not only apply for the newly deployed BS but also for the neighboring BSs

affected by the deployment densification or extension.

2.1.2 Self-Configuration

Self-configuration comprises the auto-installation and dynamic configu-

ration of a BS. It takes place typically before the BS radio equipment

is switched on. It may also be performed for a BS that is affected by a

notable change in the network, for instance, due to a cell outage, as dis-

cussed within the self-healing subsection.

By means of self-configuration, the newly deployed BSs can be automat-

ically configured with the required network interfaces and assigned with

the suitable operational RAN parameter settings, such as network identi-

ties, transmission frequency and power. This is initiated by establishing a
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secure auto-connection to the O&M system, Core Network (CN) and RAN.

The dynamically configured network identities for LTE include the Layer

1 (L1) identifier, Physical Cell Identity (PCI) and Cell Global Identity. Due

to the fact that there is a limited number of unique cell identifiers avail-

able (e.g., 504 PCIs for LTE [11]), the cell identifiers have to be mapped

to the newly deployed BSs in a collision and confusion free manner. Oth-

erwise, mobility among the inserted BSs and the neighboring BSs cannot

be supported [55]. From the architectural perspective, PCIs for LTE net-

works can be assigned in a centralized or distributed manner.

Another important function of self-configuration is Automatic Neigh-

bor Relation (ANR). As an essential part of the self-configuration process,

it removes the manual effort needed for managing neighbor relations in

LTE [55]. ANR configures the neighbor lists before a newly deployed BS

becomes operational and continues to optimize the list configuration dur-

ing the operation. As addressed in [56, 57], emerging technology compo-

nents of 5G, such as massive beamforming, expand the scope of relations

beyond the neighbor relations of LTE.

All in all, the cell planning, roll-out and software upgrade processes

are significantly simplified and accelerated by means of self-configuration

while the need for on-site commissioning is replaced by the dynamic plug-

and-play configuration.

2.1.3 Self-Optimization

Self-optimization is a SON functionality which is responsible for auto-

tuning of RAN parameters based on the collected KPIs and the operator

policies. It takes place after the auto-integration and dynamic configu-

ration of a newly deployed BS. Self-optimization aims to maximize the

network performance in terms of coverage, capacity, mobility robustness,

load balancing and interference management while providing greater cost

savings in comparison with manually optimized legacy networks.

KPIs are comprised of the statistical information based on the BS and

UE performance measurements that are collected as a part of the self-

optimization process. KPIs are needed for monitoring the RAN perfor-

mance, identifying an optimization problem and reacting on this problem

by reconfiguring a RAN parameter, such as antenna tilt, transmission

power and handover offset. Self-optimization can be further categorized

into the following use cases:
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• Coverage and Capacity Optimization (CCO) is one of the major self-

optimization use cases as indicated by 3GPP and NGMN [11, 12]. The

SON framework allows the automated control of various RAN parame-

ters for the CCO use case as studied in this dissertation [PIV, PV, PVI,

PVII] and in the literature [15, 16, 17, 18, 46, 58]. With reduced human

interaction, CCO enables more efficient and dynamic use of network re-

sources in comparison to legacy optimization mechanisms. As a result,

both OPEX and CAPEX are minimized.

• Mobility Load Balancing (MLB) is another self-optimization use case

which allows RAN to transfer the traffic load from the cells suffering

congestion to the cells having spare resources. This is achieved by ex-

changing the information on the load level and the available capacity. In

the case of MLB, handover thresholds are adapted according to the data

traffic distribution among neighboring cells as discussed in [37, 38, 39],

where the handover offset parameter is optimized for each cell pair.

• Mobility Robustness Optimization (MRO) refers to the self-optimization

use case where the auto detection and correction of errors in the mo-

bility configuration, such as handover hysteresis, handover offset and

Time-To-Trigger (TTT), takes place [59, 60]. The errors include those

that cause Radio Link Failures (RLFs) due to the handover timing or a

handover to an incorrect cell.

• Energy Saving is yet another self-optimization use case which optimizes

the RAN energy consumption [61, 62]. In this use case, a cell, which is

originally deployed for boosting the RAN capacity, is switched off at the

times when the additional capacity is not needed and is switched on

again when there is a larger capacity demand.

2.1.4 Self-Healing

Self-healing performs the auto-detection of BS faults, for instance, due

to a hardware or software malfunction. It may also carry out the auto-

healing of a possible cell outage, which is also known as Cell Outage Com-

pensation (COC). The phases leading to COC are illustrated in Figure 2.2

assuming a non-deterministic deployment scenario where the network de-

ployment for the downtown area of Helsinki is simulated.
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Figure 2.2. Illustration of COC (from the RAN performance perspective in terms of SINR
in decibels) where the cell outage is detected by the self-healing mechanism
and the coverage loss is compensated by the neighboring BSs by means of the
adaptation of antenna parameters (EDT, antenna azimuth and horizontal
HPBW): a) All the BSs are fully operational (marked in red), b) One of the
BSs has a malfunction resulting in the cell outages (marked in yellow), c) The
neighboring BSs adapt their antenna parameters to compensate the coverage
loss (marked in green).
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Figure 2.3. Self-optimization use cases in relation to the SON architecture options.

Cell outage typically leads to a sudden loss of coverage and capacity. It

may be observed as a drastic increase in the number of call drops. The

self-adaptation of transmission power and antenna parameters, such as

EDT, are given as the typical means for COC [63]. COC may take place

in the operational phase, for instance, in parallel to the CCO process.

Once the COC process is completed, the service area where the cell out-

age occurs is compensated by the neighboring BSs. Therefore, possible

PCI collision or confusion scenarios should be taken into account in the

scope of self-configuration when COC is performed. Furthermore, due to

the fact that neighbor relations may change, the ANR function needs to

self-configure the neighbor lists of the affected BSs to ensure the reliable

mobility within the cell outage area.

Minimization of drive tests can also be considered as a part of the self-

healing process where regular UEs are enabled to provide the same type

of information as those collected in the conventional drive tests. This

allows the penetration of drive test information from outdoor to indoor

environments.

2.2 SON Architecture Options

In addition to the functional classification, SON can be divided into four

categories if an architectural approach is followed. In this case, the SON

category depends on where the SON functionality resides. Accordingly,

there are centralized SON, distributed SON, localized SON and hybrid

SON [19]. Distributed SON and localized SON are also referred to as

decentralized SON. Figure 2.3 represents the major self-optimization use
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Figure 2.4. Main architecture options in SON where L-SON, D-SON and C-SON denote
the localized, distributed and centralized SON architecture options, respec-
tively.

cases in relation to the SON architecture options. In addition, Figure 2.4

depicts the network hierarchy of the SON architecture options.

2.2.1 Localized SON

Localized SON is the preferred architecture option when there is only a

single cell involved in a SON process. In the localized SON architecture,

SON functions reside at BS, and no SON-related information exchange

needs to take place between BSs. Therefore, the use cases associated

with the localized SON architecture benefits from the shorter decision

times and faster parameter update rates thereof, for instance, in the case

of Random Access Channel (RACH) optimization [58] [PVII].

2.2.2 Distributed SON

Distributed SON is needed when only a few cells are involved in a SON

use case, for instance, when the mobility parameters are optimized for

the adjacent cells by means of MLB [37, 38, 39] or MRO [59, 60]. In this

case, the altered parameters could have an impact beyond a single cell,

hence the SON algorithm needs to have the knowledge about the effects

of potentially conflicting SON decisions.

Distributed SON may also take place to provide coordination between

different self-optimization use cases as discussed in [64]. In order to pro-
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vide the sufficient information for the SON use cases involving more than

one cell, the SON functionality is distributed among adjacent BSs. The

inter-BS interface, which is called X2 in the LTE RAN architecture, is

used for exchanging the SON-related information among these BSs.

Although the distributed SON architecture allows more complex SON

tasks (including the use case coordination) in comparison to the localized

SON architecture, the number of cells managed within the distributed

SON architecture are limited by the availability of the inter-BS interface.

Also, the amount and the timeliness of the information exchanged among

those cells depend on the interface capabilities. Therefore, the complex-

ity of the SON tasks managed within the distributed SON architecture

cannot be as large as the centralized SON architecture.

2.2.3 Centralized SON

Centralized SON is the architectural category where the SON function-

ality is located in the O&M system that appears on a higher level in the

logical system architecture as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Thus, it allows

much more complex SON tasks to be executed including the potential

multi-vendor use cases.

Centralized SON is typically needed when a large number of cells is

involved in a SON function. For instance, when the self-optimization of

EDT takes place for a deployment-wide coverage optimization process, a

subset of cells are optimized in parallel as discussed in [PIV, PV].

Due to the use of long-term KPI statistics, the parameter update period

in centralized SON is longer than those in the distributed and localized

SON architecture options.

2.2.4 Hybrid SON

Hybrid SON is composed of the localized, distributed and centralized SON

architecture options. Whilst SON functions using only local information

reside at BSs, more complex SON tasks requiring inter-cell information

exchange are distributed among BSs or moved to the O&M system.

Due to the fact that network operators aim to run a number of SON

solutions with different requirements as well as the ones with the multi-

vendor involvement, the hybrid SON architecture has to be adopted in

practice for LTE networks and its evolution toward 5G.

In addition to these architecture options, SON architecture may further
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evolve in parallel to the advancements in cellular technologies. For in-

stance, the extension of the SON architecture toward UE may enable the

utilization of UE context. Whether this is beneficial or not is a research

question that needs to answered in 5G research.
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3. System Model

This chapter outlines the key methods and modeling assumptions for a

credible and reliable SON performance assessment that requires longer

evaluation cycles than those used in the conventional RRM simulations.

While the proposed performance evaluation methodology is mainly tar-

geted for the networks adopting LTE as the underlying Radio Access Tech-

nology (RAT), it could also provide valuable guidance for the future net-

works applying other OFDM-based RATs, such as NR.

3.1 Simulation Scenarios

Both deterministic and non-deterministic deployment models were taken

into account for the system-level performance evaluations. While the de-

terministic deployment modeling allows a comparable analysis to the lit-

erature and the 3GPP simulation studies, the non-deterministic deploy-

ment modeling enables the simulation of more realistic network topolo-

gies and the optimization challenges within these topologies.

3.1.1 Deterministic Deployment Scenarios

The deterministic deployment modeling is mainly based on the recom-

mended 3GPP urban and suburban macro scenarios that are called 3GPP

case 1 and 3GPP case 3, respectively [65, 66]. Both deployment scenar-

ios assume a regular cell layout where the Macro-BS (MBS) deployment

characteristics are mainly determined by the Inter-Site Distance (ISD).

While 3GPP case 1 employs a relatively short ISD that is 500 m, the ISD

in 3GPP case 3 is 1732 m.

It is observed from the simulation results that the coverage in 3GPP

case 1 is limited by the Inter-Cell Interference (ICI), whereas the cover-

age in 3GPP case 3 is limited by the background noise. This is because the
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Figure 3.1. Coverage maps for a) 3GPP case 1 MBS deployment, b) 3GPP case 3 MBS de-
ployment and c) 3GPP SBS deployment, respectively. The maximal received
power level is calculated in dBm for 200 KHz reference BW.

path loss grows exponentially with the distance, and the received signal

power decreases near the noise level when the ISD gets longer. Figures

3.1.a and 3.1.b illustrate the coverage maps for 3GPP case 1 and case 3

respectively, where this phenomenon can be clearly observed. Both de-

ployment scenarios were simulated to explore the optimization space for

the selected RAN parameters in [PI, PII, PIII, PVII]. The main simulation

assumptions used in these studies are given in Table 3.1.

3.1.2 Semi-Deterministic Deployment Scenarios

Semi-deterministic deployment scenarios were modeled based on the sim-

ulation guidelines given in [66]. As shown in Figure 3.1.c, Small-BSs

(SBSs) are randomly and uniformly distributed over the coverage area

of an MBS with a 40 m minimum distance. By means of this random
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process, the irregularity of real-world HetNet deployments are simulated

while the specified distribution model and parameter values [66] set the

boundary conditions for the scenario.

Table 3.1. System-level simulation assumptions for the deterministic and semi-
deterministic deployment scenarios modeled for the simulation studies con-
ducted in [PI, PII, PIII, PVII, PVIII].

Parameter Modeling/Value

Carrier freq. 2 GHz

BW DL: 10 MHz, UL: 10 MHz

Duplexing FDD

Monitored link DL [PI, PII, PIII, PVIII], UL [PVII, PVIII]

MBS ISD 500 m [PI, PII, PIII, PVII], 1732 m [PI, PII, PIII]

SBS ISD 40 m (minimum)

MBS ant. height1 32 m [PI, PII, PIII], 25 m [PVIII]

SBS ant. height1 10 m

UE ant. height1 1.5 m [PI, PII, PIII, PVIII]

Shadowing

stand. deviation

MBS: 8 dB [PI, PII, PIII, PVII], 6 dB [PVIII];

SBS: 4 dB

Shadowing decor. 0.5 (inter-site), 1 (intra-site)

Shadowing decor.

distance

MBS: 50 m [PI, PII, PIII, PVII], 40 m [PVIII];

SBS: 10 m

Thermal noise -104.5 dBm (for 10 MHz)

Max. DL power MBS: 46 dBm [PI, PII, PVII, PVIII], 43 dBm [PIII];

SBS: 30 dBm

UL power control Pmax: 21 dBm, P0: -54 dBm, α: 0.6 [67, 68]

MBS ant. gain2 16 dBi [PVII, PVIII]

SBS ant. gain 5 dBi

MBS cable loss 2 dB

SBS cable loss 0 dB

UE ant. gain UE: 0 dBi

Noise figure MBS: 5 dB, SBS: 6 dB, UE: 9 dB

MIMO3 1x2 MRC

1In [PVIII], antenna height is used as an input only to the path loss models.
2In [PI, PII, PIII], MBS antenna gain depends on the selected horizontal and
vertical HPBWs.
3Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) is not the sole but the common MIMO tech-
nique used in [PI, PII, PIII, PVII]. In [PVIII], MIMO techniques are not studied.
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Figure 3.2. a) LTE network layout for the downtown Helsinki scenario, b) LTE coverage
map for the downtown Helsinki deployment where the received power level
is calculated in dBm for 200 KHz reference BW.

In [PVIII], the deployment model was applied to simulate the network

densification toward 5G. In these simulations, it was assumed that the

MBS and the SBSs operate at different frequency bands. Figure 3.1.c

illustrates the coverage map obtained for the small-cell layer. Table 3.1

includes the system-level simulation assumptions applied in [PVIII].

3.1.3 Non-Deterministic Deployment Scenarios

The non-deterministic deployment modeling is based on the downtown

Helsinki scenario with an irregular network layout where the ISD varies

between 500 m and 1750 m [69]. The network layout and the coverage

map are depicted in Figures 3.2.a and 3.2.b.
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Table 3.2. System-level simulation assumptions for the non-deterministic deployment
scenarios modeled for the simulation studies conducted in [PIV, PV, PVI].

Parameter Modeling/Value

Carrier frequency 2 GHz

BW 10 MHz

Duplexing FDD

Monitored link DL

ISD4 [500 m, 1750 m]

BS antenna height [16 m, 20 m]

Shadowing standard deviation 8 dB

Shadowing decorrelation 0.5 (inter-site), 1 (intra-site)

Shadowing decorrelation distance 50 m

Thermal noise -104.5 dBm (for 10 MHz)

Max. BS power 46 dBm

BS antenna gain 17 dBi

BS cable loss 2 dB

UE antenna gain 0 dBi

UE noise figure 9 dB

MIMO 1x2 MRC

The co-existence of different types of propagation characteristics due

to buildings, streets etc. in a single scenario enables the simulation of

real-world problems especially from the mobility perspective, unlike in

the specified 3GPP urban and suburban scenarios. The network deploy-

ment also presents a potential UMTS site reuse scenario with LTE. These

characteristics of the scenario make the downtown Helsinki deployment

attractive for the SON performance evaluations that were carried out

in [PIV, PV, PVI]. Table 3.2 summarizes the system-level simulation as-

sumptions used in these studies.

3.2 Channel Access Modeling

Prior to the data exchange in OFDM-based RATs, User Equipment (UE)

needs to apply a Random Access (RA) procedure to synchronize in UL

with BS. In LTE, the RA mechanism is specified in [70] and defines the

4ISD is computed for those sites that are included in each other’s neighbor list
in ANRs.
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RA procedures that are used at least for the following events [51]:

a) initial access of an idle-mode UE,

b) handover of a connected-mode UE to another cell,

c) Radio Resource Control (RRC) connection re-establishment after a Ra-

dio Link Failure (RLF) event,

d) UL data arrival for a connected-mode UE when UL synchronization

status is non-synchronized,

e) DL data arrival for a connected-mode UE when UL synchronization

status is non-synchronized,

f) UE positioning requiring the timing advance information.

Based on the events listed above, it is evident that adequate RA perfor-

mance is essential to guarantee low delays for the channel access and data

transmission thereof.

In the remainder of this section, first, the RA procedures and the Ran-

dom Access Channel (RACH) configuration, where LTE is assumed as the

underlying RAT, are outlined. Next, the stochastic modeling of RA is

presented in detail. The discussion on the stochastic modeling is based

on [PVII].

3.2.1 Random Access Procedures

In LTE, the RA mechanism comprises the Contention-Based Random Ac-

cess (CBRA) and Non-Contention-Based Random Access (NCBRA) pro-

cedures [51]. While CBRA could be applied in both connected and idle

modes, NCBRA is used only in the connected mode. As illustrated in

Figure 3.3, the NCBRA procedure has less signaling steps and admits

shorter delays than the CBRA procedure thereof. This is because the RA

resources (i.e., preamble sequences), are reserved per UE for the NCBRA

procedure beforehand. In this case, the contention-resolution step is not

needed. Inter-node handover is one of typical examples where the NCBRA

procedure is applied.
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Figure 3.3. Signaling diagrams for a) CBRA and b) NCBRA, respectively.

3.2.2 RACH Configuration

There are a number of ways to configure the Physical Random Access

Channel (PRACH) resources in terms of the time-frequency allocation and

the transmission power level [70, 71]. The main configuration aspects are

summarized as follows:

• PRACH preamble period defines the time period where an RA opportu-

nity exists. The longer the periodicity is, the larger the channel access

delay is. However, more resources can be used for the control and data

signaling when the preamble (sequence allocation) periodicity is longer.

• PRACH frequency offset indicates the position of the RA preamble re-

sources in the frequency domain. To avoid overlapping allocations by

different cells, the frequency offset used in the serving cell is expected to

indicate a different allocation than those used in the neighboring cells.

• Preamble split refers to the further allocation of the CBRA and NCBRA

resources in a given preamble which compromises 64 unique sequences

generated from the cyclic shifts of root Zadoff-Chu sequences [71]. There-

fore, it mainly affects the CBRA and NCBRA performance rather than

the Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) performance.

• Initial received target power is the parameter used for estimating the

initial preamble transmission power in order to ensure the preamble
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detection by the targeted BS. The larger the received power target is, the

higher the preamble detection probability is. Yet a large received power

target also results in shorter battery lifetime and higher UL interference

due to the increased transmission power.

• Power ramping step defines the amount of increase in the transmission

power level when an RA attempt fails, and a preamble retransmission is

needed. A larger power ramping step translates into a higher preamble

detection probability in the retransmission. However, if it is configured

wrong, larger power consumption and more interference to other UEs

are expected.

3.2.3 Stochastic Modeling of Random Access

This subsection describes the stochastic modeling of RA that was origi-

nally introduced in [PVII]. The KPIs used in the RA modeling are defined

as follows:

• Detection Miss Probability (DMP) refers to the probability that an RA

preamble, which is transmitted by UE, is not detected by BS.

• Contention Probability (CP) refers to the probability that a CBRA pream-

ble is collided with another, given that the received power of the pream-

ble is large enough to be detected by BS.

• Blocking Probability (BP) is the probability that an NCBRA preamble

is blocked over the dedicated preamble sequences.

Variable DMP is modeled as the sum of the mean DMP, DMPmean,

which is assumed to equal 1%, and the zero-mean Gaussian variable,

EEDMP ,

DMP = DMPmean + EEDMP . (3.1)

Here, EEDMP admits the standard deviation, σDMP , which is assumed to

equal 2% in the study carried out for the dissertation [PVII]. The selected

values for the distribution are based on the results obtained from the link-

level studies and the literature [58].
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Poisson distribution is adopted for modeling the RA traffic [72],

PRA,k =
nRA

k · e−nRA

k!
, (3.2)

where PRA,k is the probability of k RA attempts per preamble period, and

nRA is the expected number of RA attempts per preamble period.

The number of detected RA attempts per preamble period is denoted by

nC,d and nNC,d for the CBRA and NCBRA procedures and approximated

as follows:

nC,d = (1−DMPC) · nC , (3.3)

nNC,d = (1−DMPNC) · nNC . (3.4)

Here, DMPs for CBRA and NCBRA, which are denoted by DMPC and

DMPNC , are the results of two independent random variables. Yet they

follow the same assumptions in terms of DMP. Moreover, nC and nNC

refer to the expected number of the CBRA and NCBRA attempts, and

nRA = nC + nNC .

Numbers nC,pre and nNC,pre, which can be adaptively tuned, account for

the preamble sequences allocated for CBRA and NCBRA respectively,

nC,pre =

(
1

tRA

)
· (1− pd) · ntotal,pre, (3.5)

nNC,pre =

(
1

tRA

)
· pd · ntotal,pre, (3.6)

where tRA is the preamble period, ntotal,pre is the total number of preamble

sequences, and pd is the preamble split which refers to the ratio of RACH

signatures that are dedicated for NCBRA.

In the case of CBRA, an RA attempt might collide with another, unlike

NCBRA. In this regard, collision rate, CRk, is defined per preamble period

for a set of k CBRA attempts,

CRk =

(
NC,d − 1

k − 1

)
· (nC,pre ·NRA)

−(k−1) ·
NC,d∑
s=k

PC,s, (3.7)

where NC,d denotes the number of detected CBRA attempts per system-

level evaluation period, PC,s is the probability of having s CBRA attempts

per preamble period, and NRA is the number of preambles per system-

level evaluation period.

If CRk is greater than or equal to 1, k − 1 contentions occur. In this

case, the contention probability per preamble period for a set of k CBRA

attempts, CPk, is biased at 1,

CPk =

⎧⎨⎩ CRk, CRk ≤ 1,

1, CRk > 1.
. (3.8)
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CP - denoted by CP - is the sum of the unique event probabilities,

CP =

NC,d∑
k=2

CPk ·
(
k − 1

k
− k − 2

k − 1

)
. (3.9)

In the case of NCBRA, a dedicated preamble sequence is assigned to

UE for RA, such as in the case of handover, so that no contention occurs.

However, dedicated access is available only if there is a sufficient num-

ber of dedicated preamble sequences. In practice, this means the CBRA

procedure replaces the NCBRA procedure if there is no dedicated RACH

signature allocated. In the performance evaluation methodology, it refers

to BP (a.k.a. Blocking Rate), which is defined for NCBRA and denoted by

BP ,

BP =

NNC,d∑
l=nNC,pre+1

PNC,l · l − nNC,pre

l
, (3.10)

where l is the number of NCBRA attempts per preamble period, NNC,d is

the number of detected NCBRA attempts per evaluation period, and PNC,l

is the probability of having l NCBRA attempts per preamble period.

Based on the CBRA and NCBRA performance metrics that are DMP ,

CP and BP , Access Probabilities (APs) for CBRA and NCBRA at the mth

RA attempt - denoted by APC,m and APNC,m respectively - are given as

follows:

APC,m = 1−
m∏
i=1

(DMPC,i + (1−DMPC,i) · CP ), (3.11)

APNC,m = 1−
m∏
i=1

(DMPNC,i + (1−DMPNC,i) ·BP ). (3.12)

3.3 Channel and Link-Level Modeling

In the system-level simulations, the modeling of wireless channel and the

implementation of link-level RAT capabilities are simplified in compari-

son with the link-level evaluations. This is because the typical simulation

length of a system level evaluation could be at least two orders of magni-

tude larger than the typical simulation length of a link-level evaluation.

Another reason why the simulator reduces the Physical Layer (PHY) com-

plexity is to minimize the computational overhead. Simplified modeling

also helps the simulator remove the effects of suboptimally configured

PHY parameters on the system-level performance results. Even though,

the PHY modeling needs to be abstracted as such, the performance eval-

uation methodology should still model the fundamental phenomena ob-
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served in the wireless channel, such as slow fading (and fast fading if

mobility is modeled in detail) as described in this section. Furthermore,

it should take the link-level limitations of the underlying RAT into con-

sideration. In this respect, the section discusses how the link loss and the

SINR are calculated in [PI-PVIII].

Path loss - denoted by Lc
PL,u in Equations (3.13) and (3.14) - is modeled

based on [65, 66] for the the deterministic [PI, PII, PIII, PVII] and semi-

deterministic [PVIII] deployment scenarios. In the evaluations of the

non-deterministic deployment scenarios [PIV, PV, PVI], the path loss is

adopted from [69]. In [69], the path loss was calculated using a ray-tracing

program for the micro-cell scenario and the Okumura-Hata model for the

macro-cell scenario. The simulations of the deterministic deployment sce-

narios follow the macro-cell system simulation baseline parameters given

in [65], including the distant-dependent path loss. In the case of the semi-

deterministic deployment scenario, the International Telecommunication

Union - Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) M.2135 urban macro- and

urban micro- models [73] are adopted from [66]. However, only the non-

line-of-sight propagation characteristics of the ITU-R M.2135 models are

taken into account in the simulations. Furthermore, additional 20 dB loss

is included in the path loss calculation when a UE is located indoors and

the serving BS is located outdoors in the case of both deterministic and

semi-deterministic deployment scenarios.

Link loss accounts for the product of path loss, antenna directivity gain,

channel fading, and other losses, such as connector or cable loss. In this

regard, Lc
DL,u and Lc

UL,u, both of which are on a linear scale, refer to the

link loss in DL and UL respectively,

Lc
DL,u = Lc

PL,u ·Ac
u
−1 ·Δc

DL,u ·X, (3.13)

Lc
UL,u = Lc

PL,u ·Ac
u
−1 ·Δc

UL,u ·X. (3.14)

Here, Ac
u denotes the antenna directivity gain which is the product of max-

imum antenna gain and antenna radiation pattern. X refers to other link

losses, such as cable/connector loss. Furthermore, the channel fading loss

in DL, Δc
DL,u, and the channel fading loss in UL, Δc

UL,u, are taken into

account in the DL and UL link loss calculations, respectively. Channel

fading accounts for both the spatially correlated shadowing (a.k.a. slow

fading) that captures the large-scale effects (e.g., buildings, hills and fo-

liage) along the path profile and the fast fading that models the effects

of small-scale channel variations. Shadowing follows Gaussian distribu-
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tion on a logarithmic scale where the spatial correlation depends on the

antenna location. Fast fading follows the (user velocity-dependent) time-

correlated Rayleigh distribution (i.e., the exponential distribution in the

case of power loss) for which the samples are generated by using a statis-

tical sum-of-sinusoids method as described in [74]. Fast fading and Layer

3 (L3) filtering thereof are only modeled for the studies in [PV, PVI] where

the impact of CCO on the mobility robustness is evaluated in DL.

Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) is a signal quality indi-

cator that can be used for approximating how many bits can be reliably

carried over the air interface, and how many Physical Resource Blocks

(PRBs) need to be assigned per UE in the case of the Guaranteed Bit Rate

(GBR) service. In the HetNet scenarios where MBSs and SBSs operate at

different frequency layers, SINR is calculated for each layer separately.

Hereinafter, BS may refer to either SBS, MBS, or a certain cell of MBS if

it employs more than one logical cell.

The SINR in DL, γsDL,u, is defined by

γsDL,u =
P s
max · Ls

DL,u
−1∑

n �=s

ρn · Pn
max · Ln

DL,u
−1 +NDL

. (3.15)

Here, P s
max refers to the maximum DL power of serving BS s, Pn

max is

the maximum DL power of interfering BS n, Ls
DL,u is the link loss in DL

between UE u and serving BS s, and Ln
DL,u is the link loss in DL be-

tween UE u and interfering BS n. Moreover, NDL is the total noise in

DL that accounts for both the thermal noise and the noise figure in the

receiver, and ρn denotes the traffic load in the interfering cell. It should

be noted that in the case of the coordinated scheduling [35], which models

the dynamic point selection and muting feature for the Vertical Sectoriza-

tion (VS) studies in [PVI], interfering cell cannot be the adjacent (vertical)

subsector since adjacent subsectors form a cooperating set.

The SINR in UL, γsUL,u is given by

γsUL,u =
P s
u · Ls

UL,u
−1∑

n �=s

∑
i �=u

Pn
i · Ls

UL,i
−1 +NUL

, (3.16)

where P s
u refers to the UL power of UE u connected to serving BS s, Pn

i is

the UL power of interfering UE i, Ls
UL,u is the link loss in UL between UE

u and serving BS s, and Ls
UL,i is the link loss in UL between interfering

UE i and BS s. In addition, NUL is the total noise in UL that accounts for

both the thermal noise and the noise figure in the receiver.
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3.4 Link-to-System Modeling

In this section, the link-to-system mapping methodology developed within

the doctoral studies [PI-PVIII] is recalled and summarized.

Based on the methodology proposed in [75] and the 3GPP guidelines

given in [76], the radio link performance in terms of Spectral Efficiency

(SE), SEs
u, is approximated by using a weighted and truncated form of

Shannon capacity bound,

SEs
u =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0, γsu < γmin,

BWeff ·MCSeff · log2(1 + γsu), γmin ≤ γsu ≤ γmax,

BWeff ·MCSmax, γsu > γmax.

, (3.17)

with

γsu =

⎧⎨⎩ γ̄sDL,u, LF (u, s) = DL,

γ̄sUL,u, LF (u, s) = UL.
.

Here, LF refers to the link function, which indicates the evaluated radio

link (i.e., either DL or UL), and γsu denotes the SINR of the evaluated link

over the evaluation period (i.e., γ̄sDL,u or γ̄sUL,u). γsu - together with the PHY

properties of the radio link - translates into the SE. Accordingly, BWeff

refers to the product of adjacent channel leakage ratio efficiency, cyclic

prefix efficiency and reference symbol efficiency. Furthermore, MCSeff

adjusts the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) efficiency with respect

to the Shannon capacity bound, γmin refers to the minimum SINR that

is required for maintaining the radio link connection with the serving

cell, γmax denotes the maximal SINR at which the maximum SE can be

reached, and MCSmax refers to the maximum SE for the highest MCS as-

sumed in the performance evaluation methodology. The numerical values

for these parameters are given in Table 3.3.

It should be noted that for the studies conducted in [PVIII], MCSmax,

MCSeff and BWeff are assumed to be ideal for the underlying OFDM-

based RAT since the 5G PHY design parameters were still under dis-

cussion at the time when the performance evaluations took place. Fur-

thermore, the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) overhead for

both common and dedicated signaling is taken into account in the initial

studies that addresses the LTE capacity [PI, PII, PIII, PIV, PVII]. Yet in

order to keep the performance evaluation methodology unaffected by the

the possible changes in the evolution of 3GPP specifications, the PDCCH

overhead is neglected in the later studies [PV, PVI, PVIII]. It is also note-

worthy that the link-level scheduler gains in time and frequency domains
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Table 3.3. Link adaptation parameters used in the link-to-system modeling.

Parameter Modeling/Value

Max. SE 4.80 bit/symbol (64-QAM 4/5) [PI, PII, PIII, PIV, PVII],

5.55 bit/symbol (64-QAM 948/1024) [PV, PVI],

9.97 bit/symbol [PVIII]

MCS eff. 0.75 [PI, PII, PIII, PIV, PV, PVI, PVII], 1.0 [PVIII]

BW eff. 0.80 [PI, PII, PIII, PIV, PV, PVI, PVII], 1.0 [PVIII]

PDCCH rate 0.285 [PI, PII, PIII, PIV, PVII], 0.0 [PV, PVI, PVIII]

Min. SINR -10 dB

PRB alloc. RFRA [PI, PII, PIII, PIV, PV, PVIII],

TFRA [PV, PVI, PVII]

are not included in the throughput calculations. In other words, round-

robin scheduler is assumed in the studies.

The radio link performance in terms of UE throughput, TP s
u , is given by

TP s
u = BW s

u · SEs
u, (3.18)

where BW s
u refers to the average BW allocation per UE (per evaluation

period in the case of dynamic simulations) in the serving BS including the

BW overhead. The assignment of BW s
u depends on the service modeling

as defined in Equations (3.19) and (3.20).

In the studies conducted for the dissertation, both Best-Effort (BE) and

GBR types of services are considered in the system-level performance

evaluation methodology by modeling Resource-Fair Resource Allocation

(RFRA) and Throughput-Fair Resource Allocation (TFRA), respectively.

The evaluations where the RFRA method is applied assumes only the

Full-Buffer (FB) traffic. However, the evaluations in which the TFRA

method is applied assumes both FB and Variable-Buffer (VB) utilization

of PRBs. The modeling of VB traffic is essential for the research work,

such as in [PVI], where the relationship between the traffic load and the

ICI is studied.

In the performance evaluations that assume the BE service type and

model the RFRA method thereof, BW s
u , which refers to the average BW

allocation per UE (for the evaluated link), is given by

BW s
u =

BW s
all

U s
total

. (3.19)

Here, BW s
u , is assumed to include the BW overhead which occupies 10%
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of the total system BW in LTE due to the guard bands. This is because

BWeff accounts for the the link-level BW efficiency in the throughput cal-

culations associated to the underlying OFDM-based RAT. As can be seen

in Equation (3.19), in the case of RFRA, BW s
u depends on the total num-

ber of UEs that are connected to the serving BS (per evaluation period),

U s
total, and the average system BW that is allocated (per evaluation period)

to the serving BS (in the evaluated link), BW s
all.

In the performance evaluations that assume the GBR service type and

model the TFRA method thereof, BW s
u , in order to satisfy the GBR re-

quirement, is calculated by

BW s
u =

GBR

SEs
u

, (3.20)

where BW s
u depends on the GBR requirement, GBR, and the link quality

that is indicated in terms of SEs
u.

In the case of both RFRA and TFRA methods, the BS load (in the eval-

uated link), ρs, becomes maximum if the FB traffic is assumed. When

RFRA is modeled with the VB utilization of PRBs, ρs is directly propor-

tional to the total BW demand in the BS and defined by

ρs =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
min

(
1,

∑
u∈s

BW s
u

BW s
all

)
, VB,

1, FB.

. (3.21)

When assuming the coordinated scheduling, which models the dynamic

point selection and muting feature, for a cell pair as studied in [PVI],

BW s
all is given by

BW s
all = BWsys · ρs

ρs + ρm,s
. (3.22)

Here, BWsys refers to the total system BW (for the evaluated link), and

ρm,s denotes the traffic load in BS m that is coordinated with serving BS

s (in the evaluated link). In this case, BS m is not allowed to perform

transmission/reception simultaneously (i.e., muted) in the same PRBs as

serving BS s transmits/receives (in the evaluated link).

In the performance evaluations where VB utilization of PRBs is as-

sumed, the aforementioned BW allocation and traffic load parameters -

BW s
u , BW s

all, ρs, ρn and ρm,s - should be iteratively re-computed, start-

ing from the FB traffic assumption, until the computational convergence

is ensured as proposed in [77]. Thereby, the satisfied user ratio in the

serving BS, SRs, is approximated by

SRs = min

⎛⎝1,
BW s

all∑
u∈s

BW s
u

⎞⎠ . (3.23)
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Figure 3.4. Illustration of a handover execution scenario and the parameters used in the
mobility modeling.

3.5 Mobility Modeling

Mobility modeling is comprised of two parts: handover and Radio Link

Monitoring (RLM). While handover modeling applies to the studies pre-

sented in [PV, PVI, PVII, PVIII], RLM modeling applies only to the per-

formance evaluations carried out in [PV, PVI] where the impact of CCO

on the mobility robustness is studied in DL.

Handover modeling is based on the evaluation of filtered Reference Sig-

nal Received Power (RSRP) measurements. According to the L3 filtering

described in the LTE RRC specification [68], the filtered RSRP of a de-

tectable cell, QR, at time instance t, is given by

QR(t) =
(
1− (1/2)K/4

)
·QR(t− TL3) + (1/2)K/4 ·RL1(t), (3.24)

where RL1 is the latest average L1 RSRP measurement at the PHY, TL3

is the L3 measurement period, and K is the filter coefficient. If K is set to

0, no L3 filtering is applicable.

As shown in Figure 3.4, a handover from the serving BS to the target BS

is triggered provided that following two conditions are fulfilled i) the sum

of the filtered RSRP of the target BS, Qn
R, and the handover offset, Qs

n,

exceeds the filtered RSRP of the serving BS, Qs
R, by a number of decibels

equal to the handover hysteresis, Qs
h; ii) condition i) is met along the Time-

To-Trigger (TTT) period, T s
HO, configured by the serving BS. Thus, the

handover event is defined by

Qs
R(t) +Qs

h < Qn
R(t) +Qs

n, τ ≤ t ≤ τ + T s
HO, (3.25)
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Table 3.4. Handover and RLM parameters for [PV, PVI, PVII, PVIII].

Parameter Modeling/Value

Evaluation period 200 ms [PV, PVI], 1000 ms [PVII], 1 ms [PVIII]

TTT 250 ms [PV, PVI], 850 ms [PVII], 100 ms [PVIII]

Max. HO delay 150 ms [PV, PVI, PVII], 0 ms [PVIII]

HO hysteresis 4 dB [PV, PVI, PVII], 3 dB [PVIII]

HO offset b/w sectors/sites: 0 dB,

b/w subsectors: 4 dB [PVI]

SINR thresholds Qin = −6 dB, Qout = −8 dB, Qdrop = −9 dB

Meas. interval (L1) 50 ms (fast-fading sampling)

Meas. period (L3) 200 ms

Filter coefficient 4 [PV, PVI], 0 [PVII, PVIII]

RLF timer 15 0.5 s

RLF timer 2 1 s

where τ denotes the measurement time. The numerical values for the

handover modeling parameters used in Equation (3.25) are given in Ta-

ble 3.4.

The handover delay - denoted by Δt in Figure 3.4 - occurs due to the

time period needed for handover preparation and execution. In [PV, PVI,

PVII], the maximum handover delay assumption, which is based on [78,

79], is shorter than the evaluation period. Therefore, in the system-

level simulator implementation, the handover delay is added on top of

TTT. The TTT assumption follows the typical range of values applied in

the literature [59, 64, 78, 79]. For the 5G HetNet evaluations presented

in [PVIII], the potential handover delay is neglected because the simu-

lation scenario assumes a low-latency handover mechanism with 0 ms

interruption in the user plane. This assumption is aligned with the 5G

design requirements set by ITU-R [7]. Since the user plane interruption

is not a threat to the mobility performance in [PVIII], the TTT and han-

dover hysteresis values are assumed to be smaller than the ones applied

in the LTE studies [PV, PVI, PVII].

The RLF and Handover Failure (HOF) event statistics are used for the

mobility robustness assessments. The modeling of the events is based on

the evaluation of time-varying SINR measurements (in DL) in compari-

5In the simulator implementation, the effective value for the RLF timer 1 is 0.6 s
because the evaluation period is 200 ms.
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son to the signal quality thresholds. Accordingly, Qin, Qout and Qdrop refer

to the SINR thresholds that indicate 2%, 10% and 90% Block Error Rates

(BLERs) at a hypothetical PDCCH, respectively. In the light of the RLF

description in [68], the mobility robustness KPIs (from the serving BS per-

spective), KPIsMR, are RLF, call drop, successful handover, late handover

and handover drop respectively,

KPIsMR =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

RLF, γsRLF1 < Qout,

call drop, γsRLF1 < Qout and γsRLF2 < Qin,

successful handover, γsHO ≥ Qout,

late handover, γsHO < Qout,

handover drop, γsHO < Qdrop.

.

(3.26)

Here, γsHO is the SINR in the DL of the serving BS when the handover

is triggered, and it is used for assessing the probability of a successfully

received handover command. Perfomance metrics γsRLF1 and γsRLF2 refer

to the mean SINR in the DL of the serving BS, which is measured during

the first (a.k.a. radio problem detection) and the second (a.k.a. radio link

recovery) timers, TRLF1 and TRLF2, respectively. A typical setting for the

radio problem detection timer is in the range of [500 ms, 1000 ms] as

discussed in [80].

3.6 Antenna Modeling

Antenna radiation pattern modeling (of an MBS) is an essential com-

ponent of the performance evaluation methodology. This is because the

signal quality indicator, SINR, largely depends on the link loss which is

mainly the product of path loss and antenna directivity gain as can be

seen in Equations (3.13) and (3.14). Publications [PVII, PVIII] assume

the Two Dimensional (2D) modeling of the antenna radiation pattern by

abstracting the elevation-plane pattern. Publications [PI, PII, PIII, PIV,

PV, PVI], where the antenna optimization scenarios are evaluated, takes

into account both azimuth- and elevation- plane patterns. This way, the

antenna radiation pattern is constructed in Three Dimensional (3D). Ta-

ble 3.5 defines the main antenna parameters that are used in the system-

level performance evaluations.

Based on the 3GPP simulation guidelines given in [65, 66], antenna ra-

diation (gain) patterns (in decibels) are modeled for the horizontal- and
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Table 3.5. Antenna parameters and value ranges used (for MBSs) in the system-level
performance evaluations.

Parameter Value/Range

Hor. HPBW [45◦, 85◦] [PI], 70◦ [PII, PVII, PVIII],

65◦ [PIII, PIV, PVI], [35◦, 135◦] [PV]

MFTBA 25 dB

Ver. HBPW {4.4◦, 6.8◦, 9.4◦, 10.0◦, 13.5◦} [PI], 10◦ [PII],

{3.0◦, 4.4◦, 6.8◦} [PIII], 8.5◦ [PIV, PV, PVI]

SLA 20 dB

EDT [0◦, 20◦] [PI, PII, PIII], [0◦, 10◦] [PIV, PV, PVI]

MDT 0◦ [PI, PIII, PIV, PV], [0◦, 20◦] [PII], [0◦, 2.5◦] [PVI]

Azimuth 0◦ [PI, PII, PIII, PIV, PVI], [-40◦, 40◦] [PV]

vertical- planes, Ac
h and Ac

v respectively,

Ac
h(ϕ) = −min

[
12

(
ϕ− ϕAS

ϕ3dB

)2

, Amax

]
, (3.27)

Ac
v(θ) = −min

[
12

(
θ − θEDT

θ3dB

)2

, SLAv

]
. (3.28)

Here, ϕ and θ refer to the angular separation from the main lobe of the

antenna radiation pattern in the azimuth- and elevation- planes, respec-

tively. The directivity of the antenna is characterized by the horizontal

Half Power Beamwidth (HPBW), ϕ3dB, and the vertical HPBW, θ3dB. As

illustrated in Figures 3.5.a and 3.5.b, HPBW defines the angular width

within which the antenna has at most 3 dB directivity loss. In the stud-

ies where the deterministic 3GPP deployment scenarios are assumed, the

default (unoptimized) values for ϕ3dB and θ3dB follow those introduced

in [66], which are 70◦ and 10◦, respectively. Antenna radiation loss is

limited by the Maximum Front-To-Back Attenuation (MFTBA), Amax, in

the horizontal-plane and by the Side Lobe Attenuation (SLA), SLAv, in

the vertical-plane. This is because the antenna model takes the realistic

antenna design effects into account as shown in Figure 3.5 and corre-

sponds better to the limited isolation of co-sited sectors. Furthermore, the

antenna radiation pattern is subject to the Electrical Downtilt (EDT), Me-

chanical Downtilt (MDT) and azimuth steering angles, which are denoted

by θEDT , θMDT and ϕAS , respectively. As presented in [PV, PVI], antenna

radiation loss pattern, which is the reciprocal of antenna gain pattern,

can also be used in the antenna modeling terminology.
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of the 3GPP antenna modeling [66] and the antenna product
data [81]: a) Antenna radiation pattern in the azimuth plane, b) Antenna
radiation pattern in the elevation plane (with 0◦ tilt). In the 3GPP model, the
horizontal and vertical HPBWs are assumed to be 70◦ and 10◦ respectively,
whereas the antenna product of which the data are visualized in the figure
employs 65◦ horizontal HPBW and 9.4◦ vertical HPBW.

In the case of EDT, the main, side and back lobes of the antenna radia-

tion pattern are downtilted uniformly by adjusting the phases of antenna

elements. However, in the case of MDT, the main lobe is lowered on one

side, and the back lobe is raised on the other side because the antenna

elements are physically directed toward the ground [22]. In real-world

deployments, MDT is required in combination with EDT. This is because

the larger the EDT angle is, the less effective the antenna directivity be-

comes [30]. On the other hand, the adaptive adjustment of MDT may be

slow, inaccurate and costly due to the need for manual effort when ad-

justing the MBS antenna [82]. Hence, MDT is assumed to be statically

configured in the performance evaluation methodology.

In the earlier studies [PII] [83], it is shown that the system performance

in the case of the combined tilt technique (with both EDT and MDT con-

figurations) is not notably different from the single EDT configuration

provided that the EDT contribution in the combined tilt technique is max-

imized. Due to the fact that the 3D antenna radiation is affected by the

mechanical tilt configuration asymmetrically, the angular transformation

in both horizontal- and vertical- planes needs to be applied for the per-

formance evaluations that adopt MDT [PII, PVI]. Figure 3.6 represents

the EDT and MDT techniques, and the elevation-plane geometry that is

applied in Equation (3.27) - Equation (3.31).

Publication [PVI] follows the latest 3GPP model given in [66], which pre-
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Figure 3.6. Antenna elevation angles - θ, θEDT and θMDT - are illustrated.

serves the radiation pattern shape and obeys the conservation of energy

in comparison to the previous MDT model [84], as follows:

ϕ̂ = arg

(
cosϕ · sin

(
θ +

π

2

)
· cos θMDT − cos

(
θ +

π

2

)
· sin θMDT+

j sinϕ · sin
(
θ +

π

2

))
,

(3.29)

and

θ̂ =
π

2
− arccos

(
cosϕ · sin

(
θ +

π

2

)
· sin θMDT + cos

(
θ +

π

2

)
· cos θMDT

)
.

(3.30)

Here, ϕ̂ and θ̂ refer to the transformed angular separation from the main

lobe of the antenna radiation pattern in the azimuth- and elevation- planes

respectively when the MBS antenna is mechanically tilted.

In [PII], which studies the MDT performance in the LTE DL, the pre-

vious MDT model given in [84] is adopted. Yet the calibration studies

revealed that the difference is negligible (around 0.1 dB) for both 3GPP

case 1 and case 3 in terms of system-level KPIs, such as the 5th and 50th

percentiles of SINR Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF).

Given Ac
h and Ac

v, the corresponding 3D radiation loss pattern, Ac
3D, is

defined by

Ac
3D(ϕ, θ) = max {[Ac

h(ϕ) +Ac
v(θ)] , −Amax}+Ag, (3.31)
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where Ag accounts for the maximum antenna (directivity) gain (in deci-

bels), which is subject to the horizontal and vertical antenna pattern mod-

eling, in comparison with an isotropic radiator. Angles ϕ and θ in Equa-

tions (3.27) and (3.28) are replaced by ϕ̂ and θ̂ respectively when the MBS

antenna is mechanically tilted.

In the case of Vertical Sectorization (VS), horizontal sector is divided

into two or more subsectors in the elevation-plane. From the performance

evaluation methodology perspective, it means that these subsectors will

have the identical horizontal radiation loss pattern, Ac
h, but each one will

have its own vertical radiation loss pattern, Ac
v, with a distinct θEDT . In

practice, Ac
v and θEDT are formed for each subector by the electronic adap-

tation of the phase delays and the amplitude weights of the signals emit-

ted from the vertically aligned Active Antenna (AA) elements.
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4. Self-Optimization Solutions and
Performance Assessments

In this chapter, each self-optimization study is presented along with the

discussion on optimization space (i.e., Radio Access Network (RAN) pa-

rameters and their value ranges), self-optimization methodology (i.e., SON

architecture, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and optimization meth-

ods) and SON performance assessment (i.e., simulation results with a

brief analysis). The discussion in this chapter is based on [PI-PVIII].

4.1 Antenna Parameter Optimization for Downlink

In this section, first, the impact of antenna parameters on the LTE DL

performance is analyzed in terms of SINR. Next, the section summarizes

the methodology for the self-optimization of the primary antenna param-

eters: Electrical Downtilt (EDT), antenna azimuth and horizontal Half

Power Beamwidth (HPBW). Finally, the discussion on the SON perfor-

mance results takes place. Here, the SON performance is evaluated for

the LTE DL according to the SINR, cell throughput and mobility robust-

ness metrics. The section is based on the methodology and the results

discussed in [PI, PII, PIV, PV].

4.1.1 Optimization Space

Before developing the self-optimization solution, it is essential to first un-

derstand the impact of antenna parameters on the network performance.

In this respect, the research work carried out in [PI, PII] explores the

optimization space and sensitivity for Mechanical Downtilt (MDT), EDT,

and horizontal and vertical HPBWs in the LTE DL by means of a static

system-level simulator. These simulation studies were repeatedly per-

formed for 3GPP case 1 and case 3, which are described in Section 3.1.1, so

as to demonstrate the relationship between the deployment scenario and
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Figure 4.1. Box-and-whisker plots for the optimization space of EDT, MDT and horizon-
tal HPBW in terms of: a) the 5th percentile of SINR CDF and b) the 50th

percentile of SINR CDF. The values in the blue and red boxes refer to the op-
timal parameter values for 3GPP case 1 and case 3, respectively. The figures
are based on the results discussed in [PI, PII].

the optimized antenna parameter setting. The 5th and 50th percentiles

of SINR CDF refer to the coverage and capacity performance indicators,

respectively.

The box-and-whisker plots given in Figure 4.1 represent the parameter

optimization space and sensitivity in terms of the selected coverage and

capacity metrics. In Figure 4.1, combined tilt refers to the configuration of

both EDT and MDT in equal parts. The default values for the horizontal

and vertical HPBWs are assumed to be 70◦ and 10◦. The downtilt angle

range is [10◦, 20◦] for 3GPP case 1 and [0◦, 10◦] for 3GPP case 3. In both

deployment scenarios, the downtilt step size is assumed to be 1◦. The

HPBW sets are {45◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦, 85◦} and {4.4◦, 6.8◦, 9.4◦, 10.0◦, 13.5◦}

for the horizontal and vertical sections of the antenna radiation pattern,
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respectively. For the HPBW analysis, the EDT configuration is assumed

to be optimal so as to depict the combined optimization gain.

As shown in Figure 4.1, when the deployment scenario is ICI-limited

(i.e., 3GPP case 1), EDT has a larger impact on the capacity performance

than the coverage. Furthermore, in 3GPP case 1, EDT could offer around

0.5 dB better coverage and 1 dB better capacity (in terms of SINR metrics)

in comparison to the MDT and combined tilt techniques. Figure 4.1 also

indicates that the noise-limited deployment scenario (i.e., 3GPP case 3)

is less sensitive to the EDT parameter adjustment than 3GPP case 1 in

terms of both coverage and capacity metrics. No significant performance

difference is identified between the EDT and MDT techniques in 3GPP

case 3.

Horizontal HPBW is of limited impact on the coverage performance, es-

pecially when the network deployment is noise-limited as shown in Fig-

ure 4.1.a. This is because antenna gain non-uniformly changes on the cell

edge. However, Figure 4.1 indicates that horizontal HPBW improves the

capacity performance around 1 dB in comparison to the mean SINR in

both 3GPP case 1 and case 3. Vertical HPBW affects both coverage and

capacity performance notably in the noise-limited scenario. The reason

is that antenna gain changes uniformly on the cell edge in the case of

vertical HPBW adjustment.

As observed from Figure 4.1, the interval between the third quantile

level and the maximum level is less than 0.3 dB for all the parameters and

deployment scenarios. It means that antenna parameter optimization is

not too sensitive to the parameter adjustment provided that the antenna

parameter setting is one or two adjustment steps away from the optimal

setting. Furthermore, coverage optimization is even less sensitive to the

parameter adjustment than the capacity optimization as can be seen in

Figure 4.1.

Whilst EDT optimization provides the largest gains in both ICI- and

noise-limited deployment scenarios, for the maximal performance all the

antenna parameters need to be tuned according to the performance needs.

On the other hand, very narrow vertical HPBWs may not be feasible in

real-world LTE deployments since the larger number of antenna elements

are needed in the elevation plane. This results in taller antenna panels

which are not practical to be installed on the rooftops in low-frequency

deployments. In addition, EDT range is quite limited for BS antennas

with narrow vertical HPBWs.
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Table 4.1. Selected KPIs for the antenna self-optimization algorithm.

Notation Definition

KPI1 Mean of SE1 CDF

KPI2 10th percentile of SE1 CDF

KPI3 50th percentile of SE1 CDF

KPI4 90th percentile of SE1 CDF

KPI5 Mean of RSRP CDF

KPI6 Normalized late handover rate (per source cell)

4.1.2 Self-Optimization Methodology

The results obtained from [PI, PII] provide the necessary information to

develop the self-optimization methodology for antenna parameter opti-

mization. Accordingly, the first self-optimization solution - applicable to

EDT - is given in [PIV]. Following the same design principles, the evolved

solution - applicable to EDT, antenna azimuth and horizontal HPBW - is

given in [PV].

In this subsection, the core components of the SON methodology [PV]

are presented. First, the discussion on the selected SON architecture op-

tion and KPIs is provided. Next, the decision-making methods adopted in

the SON algorithm are summarized. In this regard, the SON algorithm

consists of the following decision-making methods: Rule-Based Reasoning

(RBR) for the classification during the training period, Case-Based Rea-

soning (CBR) for the classification during the learning period, and an LS

method for the corrective actions.

SON Architecture and KPIs

Centralized SON is the most suitable architecture option for the network-

wide self-optimization of antenna parameters. This is because a large

number of interacting cells are involved in this process, and those need

to be coordinated to maximize the Coverage and Capacity Optimization

(CCO) gains as discussed in [PIV, PV].

The KPIs listed in Table 4.1 are used in the decision-making process.

Since these KPIs may be on different scales, all the numeric values of

these KPIs need to be normalized before being fed into the decision-making

1In practical implementation, SE distribution can be estimated by monitoring
Channel Quality Indicator samples and corresponding BLERs.
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process as follows:

SPIi =
KPIi − μi

σi
, (4.1)

where KPIi and SPIi refer to the original and normalized KPI values,

respectively. μi and σi denote the mean and the standard deviation of

the KPI distribution. Since the simultaneous optimization of antenna pa-

rameters in neighboring cells may result in noisy performance measures,

optimization actions should be restricted by means of a centralized SON

coordination mechanism that takes into account the neighbor relations as

suggested in [PV].

Rule-Based Reasoning

A Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR) is needed for the decision-making process

until the minimum number of successful cases (classifications) is stored

for CBR. In [PV], the rule-based decision-making simply refers to the clas-

sifier defined in Equation (4.2). The classification for the given query, λ̂,

can take three different values: 1 when the cell is ICI-limited (class 1), -1

when the cell is noise-limited (class 2), and 0 when there is no classifica-

tion available. However, in practice, the rule-based classifier is modeled

as a binominal classifier of which the output is (forced to be) either 1 or

-1. In this regard, each class - representing an optimization problem - is

mapped to a self-optimization action, such as downtilt for class 1 and up-

tilt for class 2. KPI2 and KPI3 are used as the inputs to the rule-based

classifier as given below,

λ̂(q) = sign (w2 · SPIq2 − w3 · SPIq3) , (4.2)

where SPIqi refers to the normalized KPI value for the given query. The

weights for the KPIs - denoted by wi - are assumed to be equal in [PV],

but they might be assigned with different values in practice, for instance,

due to the varying operator preferences and needs.

Case-Based Reasoning

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is a non-parametric Machine Learning (ML)

technique where the cases are stored and later retrieved to solve a new

problem [85, 86, 87]. The k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is a typical CBR al-

gorithm, and it is selected as the decision-making method for the learning

period in [PIV, PV]. This is because k-NN admits low complexity in the im-

plementation, intelligibility in the operational phase, and high accuracy

when there are small number of training samples and limited number of

features [85].
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To initiate the k-NN based decision-making, at least two previous cases

for each class should be available in the memory of the k-NN classifier.

KPI2, KPI3, KPI4, KPI5 and KPI6 - defined in Table 4.1 - are used as

the inputs by the binominal k-NN classifier in which kNN = 3 is used as a

prediction tool. A set of previous kNN successful cases that are the most

similar to given query, cqn, are accessed from the stored set of previous

successful cases, C. cqn is defined by

cqn = argmax
c∈C

Sc,q, n = 1, 2, ..., kNN , (4.3)

where similarity Sc,q between c and q is computed by

Sc,q =
1√

6∑
i=2

[ŵi · (SPIci − SPIqi )]
2

. (4.4)

Here, SPIci and SPIqi denote the normalized KPI values for the case and

query, respectively. In addition, ŵi refers to the KPI-specific weight (in

the case of CBR). Leave-One-Out Cross Validation [88] is applied for the

recomputation of ŵi in each self-optimization cycle. The classification for

the given query, λ̂, is predicted based on the previously verified classifica-

tions, λ, of the most similar cases,

λ̂(q) = sign

(
kNN∑
n=1

λ(cqn)

)
. (4.5)

As in the rule-based classifier, each class - representing an optimization

problem - is mapped to a self-optimization action. Yet even if one-to-one

mapping is erroneous in the training phase, CBR is able to learn and

adapt the classifications accordingly.

Local Search

Subsequent to the self-optimization action, which is the result of the clas-

sification step, a Local Search (LS) method is applied for the corrective

actions in the given parameter search space. To assess whether a cor-

rective action is needed, the change in the network performance has to be

measured. In this respect, a corrective action is not needed if the following

condition is met,

W1 · KPInew1

KPIpre1

+W2 · KPInew2

KPIpre2

≥ W1 +W2, (4.6)

Here, Wi refers to the KPI weightings of the selected KPIs - KPI1 and

KPI2 - for the LS method. In [PV], these weights are assumed to be
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equal. However, they might be assigned with different values in prac-

tice. Each successful action is repeated locally (since the classification is

valid), and the case is stored as an input to the k-NN classifier for future

queries. If the condition is not met, the latest self-optimization action is

retrieved and the antenna parameter is altered within a smaller search

space (under the assumption of wrong classification). If the condition is

not fulfilled for two consecutive attempts, the erroneous configuration is

retrieved for the second time and the self-optimization of the parameter is

suspended locally until the re-optimization is triggered, for instance, due

to Cell Outage Compensation (COC).

4.1.3 SON Performance Assessment

In the case of antenna parameter optimization, the system-level SON

simulations were performed for the downtown Helsinki scenario, which

is described in Section 3.1.3. To evaluate the robustness of antenna pa-

rameter optimization against the changes in mobility behavior, the mod-

eled deployment scenario, which had been originally optimized for the 10

km/h User Equipment (UE) speed, was also simulated for the 60 km/h UE

speed [PV]. Figure 4.2 represents the self-optimization results for both

mobility scenarios. The results shown in Figure 4.2 assume that the self-

optimization takes places first for the azimuth parameter, secondly for

the EDT parameter and finally for the horizontal HPBW parameter. It

is also possible to obtain similar gains in case the self-optimization takes

place in a different order (e.g., first for the horizontal HPBW parameter,

secondly for the EDT parameter and thirdly for the azimuth parameter)

as discussed in [PVII]. However, the optimal sequence starts with the op-

timization of the azimuth parameter and ends with the horizontal HPBW

parameter at least for the given simulation scenario.

In Figure 4.2.a, the cumulative performance gains obtained from the

self-optimization are given in terms of a coverage metric - the 10th per-

centile of SINR CDF) - and a pair of capacity metrics that are the 50th

percentile of SINR CDF and the cell throughput. Unlike the earlier stud-

ies [PI, PII, PIV], [PV] adopts the 10th percentile of SINR CDF as the

coverage metric instead of the 5th percentile. This is because the 10th per-

centile is seen as a more reliable metric when the sample size is limited

as in the downtown Helsinki simulations. As shown in Figure 4.2.a, the

network capacity is expanded 25% and 22% in terms of cell throughput for

the 10 km/h and 60 km/h UE speeds, respectively. Although the capacity
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Figure 4.2. Performance of antenna self-optimization (per mobility scenario) in terms of:
a) SINR and capacity metrics, b) Mobility robustness metrics. The figures
are based on the results discussed in [PV].

improvement is significant for both mobility scenarios, the coverage gain

is limited, especially when the UE speed is high (e.g., 60 km/h). Based on

the results given in [PV], this is mainly due to the suboptimal handover

parameter (i.e., TTT, handover hysteresis and handover offset) values as

indicated by the larger number of RLF and HOF events at the 60 km/h

UE speed. To maximize the benefits of the presented CCO solution, mo-

bility state-specific parameter values should be used per UE, which could

be considered in the future CCO studies.

Figure 4.2.b represents the mobility robustness performance according

to the RLF, call drop and handover statistics. It is shown that antenna

parameter optimization improves the mobility robustness in the down-
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Figure 4.3. The statistical performance results of the RBR and CBR classifiers are given
in terms of correct and incorrect prediction rates (per antenna parameter
optimization).

town Helsinki scenario. For instance, the number of call drops is reduced

by 58% and 68% at the 10 km/h and 60 km/h UE speeds, respectively. In

addition, the self-optimization solution reduces the number of handover

attempts in both mobility scenarios, and thus minimizes the handover

signaling.

While this subsection summarizes the cumulative gains obtained from

the self-optimization of the selected antenna parameters, the results given

in [PV] further show the gains obtained from each antenna parameter.

Accordingly, the self-optimization of the EDT parameter provides larger

gains in terms of the selected coverage and capacity metrics in compari-

son to the horizontal pattern parameters, azimuth and horizontal HPBW.

Moreover, [PV] shows that the self-optimization of the horizontal pattern

parameters roughly doubles the coverage and capacity gains if applied in

combination with the self-optimization of the EDT parameter. It is note-

worthy that these observations are aligned with the conclusions made in

the earlier studies that assume the deterministic 3GPP deployment sce-

narios [PI, PII].

Figure 4.3 illustrates the performance results of the RBR and CBR clas-

sifiers. The statistical data given in Figure 4.3 is based on the extensive

simulations that also include the evaluations presented in [PV]. To pro-

vide a fair assessment, when the simulations were carried for the per-

formance analysis of the RBR and CBR classifiers, all the simulations

parameters and the starting conditions for the antenna settings were as-

sumed to be the same. Furthermore, the statistical figures do not include
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the classification cases that resulted in a too small change in the param-

eter configuration (i.e., a smaller value change than the parameter step

size). To analyze the results given in Figure 4.3, the Wilson score inter-

val [89] is applied. Based on the analysis, the CBR classifier outperforms

the RBR classifier in the case of the EDT and horizontal HPBW optimiza-

tion tasks with the 99% and 98% confidence intervals, respectively. Al-

though it may be statistically inconclusive (due to the limited data set for

the azimuth optimization), Figure 4.3 shows that the CBR classifier out-

performs the RBR classifier in the case of the azimuth optimization task

as well. However, the CBR gain - in terms of classification error rate - is

not obvious as the azimuth adaptation has a less homogenous impact on

cell borders than the EDT and horizontal HPBW adaptation. It is note-

worthy that with a larger set of training data, the CBR classifier may

even perform better, whereas in [PIV, PV] the CBR classifier was initi-

ated only with a set of two samples per class due to the limited number of

optimization cases.

4.2 Vertical Sectorization Optimization for Downlink

In this section, first, the impact of Vertical Sectorization (VS) on the LTE

DL performance is shown in terms of UE throughput. Next, the self-

optimization methodology is introduced for the VS deployment. Finally,

the section presents the performance results for the self-optimization in

the LTE DL. Here, the self-optimization solution, which tunes the EDT

parameter at each inner subsector, is evaluated according to the BS load

and mobility robustness metrics. The section is based on the methodology

and the results discussed in [PIII, PVI].

4.2.1 Optimization Space

The research work presented in [PIII] shows the performance impact of

the Vertical Sectorization (VS) deployment and the antenna parameters

associated with it (i.e., EDT and vertical HPBW). The performance eval-

uations were carried out for the LTE DL by means of a static system-

level simulator. The main simulation assumptions in [PIII] were kept the

same as those recommended by the 3GPP simulation guidelines [65, 66],

thus allowing a comparable analysis to the earlier studies. The simu-

lated deployment scenarios include both 3GPP case 1 and case 3, which
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Figure 4.4. Relative UE throughput gain when the VS deployment is provided with opti-
mal antenna parameter settings. 3GPP case 1 with three sectors is assumed
to be the benchmark scenario when analyzing the relative change in each
metric. The figure is based on the results discussed in [PIII].

are described in Section 3.1.1. The 5th and 50th percentiles of the UE

throughput CDF refer to the coverage and capacity performance indica-

tors, respectively.

Figure 4.4 represents the relative UE throughput gains when VS is pro-

vided with optimal antenna parameter settings. 3GPP case 1 with three

sectors is assumed to be the benchmark scenario when analyzing the rela-

tive change in each metric. The simulations assumed the Best-Effort (BE)

service type in the DL traffic. As shown in Figure 4.4, the median UE per-

formance is improved by 58% and 85% when VS is adopted within 3GPP

case 1 and case 3, respectively. On the other hand, SINR deteriorates - due

to the excessive Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) between adjacent subsectors

- in the case of the VS deployment with full-frequency reuse [PIII]. Hence,

it may not be possible to achieve similar gains without a self-optimization

mechanism in place when the GBR service type is assumed. Further-

more, as discussed in [PIII], narrow vertical HPBWs (i.e., less than 5◦)

would help maximizing the network capacity. However, the required EDT

range for these HPBWs (i.e., larger than 10◦) may not be practical for the

BS antenna systems.

4.2.2 Self-Optimization Methodology

The selected SON architecture option and Key Performance Indicators

(KPIs), and the decision-making methods adopted in the self-optimization
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are summarized in this subsection. As introduced by the SON methodol-

ogy given in [PVI], Local Search (LS) is the core component of the decision-

making process in the case of VS.

SON Architecture and KPIs

In VS, the Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) between adjacent subsectors de-

teriorates the SINR performance in DL compared to the standard three-

sectorized setup as noted in [PIII]. Since the ICI is correlated with the

traffic load distribution, it is of utmost importance to have an optimiza-

tion solution that is responsive to the local changes in the traffic load. In

the case of centralized SON, the parameter update period may be too long

to respond to these local changes in time. Thus, decentralized SON - more

specifically the distributed SON architecture option - is more suitable to

the self-optimization of VS as discussed in [PVI]. In distributed SON, the

decision-making process has to admit low design complexity in compari-

son to centralized SON. This is because a large number of decisions made

in each BS may not be otherwise feasible to be monitored and interpreted

by the network’s operator.

Virtual load - denoted by KPIsV L - is used as the self-optimization met-

ric in the decision-making process. This KPI refers to the total Physical

Resource Block (PRB) demand in a subsector by all the UEs within the

subsector coverage in terms of the target UE throughput,

KPIsV L =
∑
u∈s

PRBs
u, (4.7)

where PRBs
u denotes the number of PRBs required per UE to meet the

target UE throughput. KPIsV L is averaged over a period of one second

so as to filter out the temporary changes in the wireless channel. How-

ever, the simultaneous optimization of immediate neighbor cells may also

result in noisy KPI data. Therefore, the self-optimization of EDT has to

be restricted to one inner subsector at a time in each site as described

in [PVI].

Local Search

In the self-optimization of VS, an LS method is applied to optimize the

EDT parameter at each inner subsector in a given search space. To decide

whether an EDT optimization attempt is successful or not, the change in

the virtual load of the site is measured. In this respect, an optimization

attempt has to fulfill the following condition to be assessed as an improve-
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ment,
t=t2∑
s∈S

KPIsV L ≤
t=t1∑
s∈S

KPIsV L. (4.8)

Here, S refers to the site in which the self-optimization takes place, and s

denotes each co-sited subsector in this site. In addition, t1 and t2 refer to

the time instances before and after a self-optimization attempt is made,

respectively. To minimize the ICI from inner subsectors toward the outer

subsectors and other sites, LS starts with a downtilt action (as the candi-

date solution), and the action is reversed at each failed attempt. It should

also be noted that the LS method initially applies the maximal EDT step

size, yet the step size is reduced at each failed attempt until the EDT

adaptation converges to the minimal EDT step size.

4.2.3 SON Performance Assessment

In the case of VS optimization, the system-level SON simulations were

performed for the downtown Helsinki scenario, which is described in Sec-

tion 3.1.3. In the evaluations, the GBR service type was assumed in the

traffic modeling [PVI]. This is because the GBR service requirements are

more challenging to meet in high ICI (and low SINR) conditions than the

BE service requirements. Furthermore, network traffic is spatially dis-

tributed as a) background traffic (54 UE/site) where the mobile UEs ran-

domly move at the speed of 3 km/h or 30 km/h, and b) hotspot traffic (42

UE/hotspot) where the stationary UEs are randomly and uniformly dis-

tributed over hotspots of which the diameter is 200 m [PVI].

In both Figures 4.5.a and 4.5.b, VS, C and S denote vertical sectoriza-

tion, coordinated scheduling and self-optimization features respectively;

and 1 and 0 refer to whether each feature is enabled or disabled. For in-

stance, "VS-0 C-0 S-0" refers to the standard three-sectorized deployment

scenario where VS, coordinated scheduling and self-optimization are not

applied. Illustrated results are averaged over 30-min simulations includ-

ing the convergence time of the SON solution that is around 200 s.

In Figure 4.5.a, the average load in the case of the three-sectorized de-

ployment is assumed to be the benchmark for each mobility scenario. As

shown in Figure 4.5.a, when the self-optimization solution is performed

for the VS deployment, the BS load is reduced by 16% and 12% at the 3

km/h and 30 km/h UE speeds, respectively. When the self-optimization

solution is applied along with the coordinated scheduling, then the BS

load is reduced by 25% at the 3 km/h UE speed and 23% at the 30 km/h
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Figure 4.5. a) Relative BS load. The average load in the case of the three-sectorized de-
ployment is assumed to be the benchmark for each mobility scenario. b) Ra-
dio link robustness. The figures are based on the results discussed in [PVI].

UE speed. Hence, the maximal capacity performance is achieved when all

these complementary features are simultaneously used.

In Figure 4.5.b, the radio link performance indicators (i.e., RLF recovery

and call drop counts), indicate that the network performance with respect

to all these metrics mainly depends on the UE speed assumption. For

instance, it is possible to zero out all the RLF events at the 3 km/h UE

speed when the coordinated scheduling is applied within the VS deploy-

ment. However, this improvement is not viable at the 30 km/h UE speed

given the fact that the handover parameters are not optimized for the

30 km/h UE speed. The best performance for the 30 km/h UE speed is

achieved when the self-optimization is applied together with the coordi-

nated scheduling. Yet the self-optimization gain is negligible compared to

the case where only the coordinated scheduling is applied.

Based on these simulation results, it is evident that the self-optimization

solution could effectively mitigate the co-channel interference between ad-
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jacent subsectors and reduce the BS load in hotspots without a need of

additional BS deployment. It is also noted in [PVI] that the convergence

rate of the solution is sufficiently fast for the given optimization problem.

4.3 Cross-Channel Resource Optimization for Uplink

The goal of the cross-channel resource optimization solution is to meet the

Random Access Channel (RACH) performance targets while maximizing

the BS capacity. Therefore, in this section, first, the impact of RACH

configuration on the network performance is discussed in terms of Access

Probability (AP) and Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) over-

head. Next, the SON methodology is presented for the multi-objective UL

optimization. Finally, the section presents the performance results for the

cross-channel resource optimization in the LTE UL. Here, the SON per-

formance is discussed in terms of the BS load and AP metrics. The section

is based on the methodology and the results discussed in [PVII].

4.3.1 Optimization Space

The optimization space for PRACH was explored by means of a semi-

analytic approach as discussed in [PVII]. In this regard, Figure 4.6.a rep-

resents the AP metric as a function of the number of Contention-Based

Random Access (CBRA) attempts and the preamble period (assuming that

the preamble split is 0.5). In Figure 4.6.b, the PRACH overhead is shown

as a function of the preamble period. Here, the preamble period param-

eter defines the time period where a Random Access (RA) opportunity

exists, and the preamble split parameter refers to the ratio of RACH

signatures that are dedicated for Non-Contention-Based Random Access

(NCBRA) in a PRACH preamble. Since NCBRA is a channel access method

where no contention resolution mechanism is needed, it admits a higher

AP target than CBRA. Therefore, the optimization space for the NCBRA

method is rather limited in comparison to the CBRA method.

As shown in Figure 4.6.a, AP is approximately a linear function of the

number of CBRA attempts regardless of the preamble period setting. How-

ever, the steepness of this function is directly proportional to the config-

ured preamble period. Thus, in the case of longer preamble periods, AP

becomes more sensitive to the changes in the network traffic. However,

in the case of shorter preamble periods, Figure 4.6.b indicates that the
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Figure 4.6. a) AP at the initial CBRA attempt (when the preamble split is 0.5). The leg-
end indicates the preamble period length. b) PRACH overhead vs. preamble
period. The figures are based on the results discussed in [PVII].

BS capacity shrinks due to larger PRACH overhead. Therefore, the goal

of the self-optimization task is not only to minimize the access delay, but

also to maximize the BS capacity.

4.3.2 Self-Optimization Methodology

This subsection discusses the selected SON architecture and Key Perfor-

mance Indicators (KPIs), as well as the decision-making methods adopted

in the cross-channel resource optimization solution. As introduced by the

SON methodology given in [PVII], the decision-making process can be ex-

pressed as a utility function.

SON Architecture and KPIs

The cross-channel resource optimization between PRACH and PUSCH

is a prominent example for which the localized SON architecture is more

preferable than the other architecture options. In the case of cross-channel
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resource optimization, the impact of the parameter adaptation is local,

thus no coordination is needed between BSs. Furthermore, a localized

SON solution benefits from the shorter decision times resulting in larger

self-optimization gains - especially in the case of RACH optimization - as

stated in [PVII].

The Access Probabilities (APs) for CBRA and NCBRA, and the BS load

are the main KPIs used in the decision-making process. Whereas the

AP metric was calculated by using an analytic approach in the RACH

performance evaluations [PVII], it is expected to be measured in practice

by means of the collected statistics at the network.

Utility Function

RACH resource allocation is a multi-objective optimization problem as the

RACH parameter configuration - particularly the preamble period, tRA -

impacts both PRACH and PUSCH performance. However, to optimize the

UL in terms of both CBRA and NCBRA performance metrics, not only

the preamble period, but also the preamble split - denoted by pd - should

be tuned depending on the network performance targets. In this regard,

APC,t and APNC,t - given in the utility function - refer to the target APs

for the CBRA and NCBRA procedures.

Since handover latency is the primary measure for service continuity,

the utility function prioritizes the optimization of NCBRA over the opti-

mization of CBRA and PUSCH, respectively. Accordingly, at each self-

optimization iteration, the optimized preamble period, TRA, and the opti-

mized preamble split (i.e., dedicated signature ratio), Pd, are the outputs

of the utility function,

{TRA, Pd} =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
argmax
{tRA,pd}

UUL, (UC < 1) ∨ (UNC < 1),

argmin
{tRA,pd}

KPIsV L, (UC = 1) ∧ (UNC = 1).
, (4.9)

with

UNC(tRA, pd) =

⎧⎨⎩
APNC,1

APNC,t
, APNC,1 < APNC,t,

1, otherwise.
,

UC(tRA, pd) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
APC,1

APC,t
, (APC,1 < APC,t) ∧ (UNC = 1)

1, (APC,1 ≥ APC,t) ∧ (UNC = 1),

0, otherwise.

,

and

UUL(tRA, pd) =
(
wNC · UNC + wC · UC + wV L ·KPIsV L

−1
)
.
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Figure 4.7. a) Preamble period adaptation, b) Preamble split adaptation, c) BS load op-
timization, d) RACH optimization. The target AP values for CBRA and
NCBRA (at the first RA attempt) are assumed to be 97% and 99%, respec-
tively. The figures are based on the results discussed in [PVII].

Here, UC , UNC and UUL refer to the CBRA, NCBRA and UL performance

functions, respectively. In addition, KPIsV L denotes the average virtual

load. The utility function could be tuned by the weighting parameters,

wC , wNC and wV L, which are assumed equal in the studies [PVII]. Each

UE is assumed to report the number of previously failed RA attempts to

the target BS so as to enable the calculation of the APs (at the first RA

attempt) for the CBRA and NCBRA procedures, APC,1 and APNC,1.

4.3.3 SON Performance Assessment

SON performance analysis for cross-channel resource optimization fol-

lows a semi-analytic approach [PVII]. First, the RACH performance re-

sults are produced using the analytical model. Next, the analytical re-

sults are fed into the the dynamic system-level LTE simulator in which

the simulation time interval (i.e., 1 s) is larger than the LTE transmission

time interval (i.e., 1 ms). 3GPP case 1, which is described in Section 3.1.1,

was selected as the deployment scenario for the SON performance assess-

ment.

Based on the results of the semi-analytic simulations, which are partly

captured in Figure 4.7, it is shown that LTE PRACH is mostly robust
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against the changes in the network traffic and the UE mobility [PVII].

Hence, there is greater potential to optimize the BS capacity than the ac-

cess delay. Furthermore, the PUSCH capacity - see Figure 4.7.c - could

be indeed improved by the adaptation of the preamble period parameter

which is shown in Figure 4.7.a. Yet the CBRA and NCBRA performance

targets - see Figure 4.7.d - are met by adjusting the preamble split param-

eter as shown in Figure 4.7.b. The target AP values for CBRA and NCBRA

(at the first RA attempt) are assumed to be 97% and 99%, respectively.

In Figure 4.7.c, the virtual load metric indicates that the number of

unsatisfied UEs could be decreased around 2%. It should be noted that

the gain would be 13% if the initial preamble period would have been

configured to 1 ms. The expected capacity improvement is smaller than

the antenna optimization gains [PV, PVI]. However, there are some ad-

vantages of the cross-channel resource optimization solution that make it

attractive to implement:

i) There is no need for any additional hardware investment to enable the

solution.

ii) No inter-node coordination and signaling thereof are needed.

iii) The response time of the solution to the capacity problems is very

quick (e.g., in seconds).

4.4 Context-Aware Connectivity Optimization for Downlink and
Uplink

In 5G networks, where a large number of Small-BSs (SBSs) are expected

to be deployed for capacity extension, not only conventional Key Perfor-

mance Indicators (KPIs) but also UE context could be potentially utilized

for the SON framework [40]. Therefore, in this section, first, the impact of

SBS densification on the coverage and capacity performance is discussed

in relation to UE context. Next, the section summarizes the methodol-

ogy for the context-aware connectivity optimization solution. Finally, the

SON performance results are discussed according to relative offloading

gain and UL power change. The section is based on the methodology and

the results discussed in [PVIII].
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Figure 4.8. Offered coverage and capacity by the small-cell layer in comparison to the
macro-cell layer in the case of the network densification scenarios with 12,
36 and 60 SBSs per macro-site, respectively. The traffic demand per area is
assumed to be the same in both macro- and small- cell layers. The UE speed
is 6 km/h. The figure is based on the results discussed in [PVIII].

4.4.1 Optimization Space

The performance evaluations given in [PVIII] studies the impact of the

network densification toward 5G assuming the HetNet deployment sce-

nario that is described in Section 3.1.2. In this respect, Figure 4.8 shows

the coverage and capacity results in the case of the network densification

scenarios with 12, 36 and 60 SBSs per macro-site, respectively. Here, it is

assumed that both macro- and small- cell layers have the same amount of

system bandwidth available for the mobile traffic.

As shown in Figure 4.8, when there are 60 SBSs per macro-site, the

small-cell layer provides coverage to 58% of the mobile UEs. However,

for the optimal load balancing performance, 92% of the total data traffic

should be offloaded to the small-cell layer - assuming the Best-Effort (BE)

service type - in both DL and UL directions. In order to take advantage of

this offloading potential, BW-hungry, delay-tolerant services - originated

in the macro-cell layer - could be moved to the small-cell layer provided

that the QoS requirement in terms of service delay is fulfilled. The re-

sults given in [PVIII] indicate that the continuous connection time that is

not interrupted by an inter-layer handover may be too long to offload those

services to the small-cell layer at low SBS density scenarios. Therefore, at

high SBS density scenarios, the amount of offloaded data could be max-
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imized especially for the moderate- and high- speed UEs. As discussed

in [PVIII], another advantage of the data offloading would be to lower the

UE power consumption in the UL. Based on the analysis given in [PVIII],

the median power consumption decreases around 9 dB when the UE is

served within the small-cell layer instead of the macro-cell layer.

4.4.2 Self-Optimization Methodology

This subsection discusses the potential SON evolution toward 5G and the

use of context information in the decision-making process. The methodol-

ogy presented here is based on the framework given in [PVIII].

SON Architecture and KPIs

Future networks are designed to learn the UE behavior and optimize the

long-term connectivity based on both network context (e.g., KPIs and op-

erator policies) and UE context (e.g., UE velocity, UE proximity to SBS,

and battery level) [40]. As noted in [PVIII], in the case of the context-

aware SON architecture, the context information is foreseen to be mutu-

ally transparent to the UE and the network for the optimal connectivity

performance. Therefore, the context information can be further catego-

rized into the following: mobility-context (e.g., UE velocity and UE prox-

imity to SBS), traffic-context (e.g., QoS profile, KPIs and operator poli-

cies), energy-context (e.g., battery level) as well as the user preferences. It

is noted that the context-aware connectivity optimization solution [PVIII]

takes only the subset of the context information into account: UE veloc-

ity and UE proximity information. The BS load metric is used for the

evaluation of this solution.

Thanks to the mutually transparent context information, delay-tolerant

services (e.g., a cloud synchronization task) could be managed in the time

domain. In this regard, the network could reserve dedicated resources

for the service in advance by proactively adapting the traffic steering and

load balancing mechanisms. Thus, even if the mobile UE gets connected

to the small-cell layer for a very short time, the small-cell layer would be

able to manage heavy data exchange tasks by means of the early resource

reservation and prioritization capabilities of the context-aware SON.

Utility Function

In the case of the context-aware connectivity optimization solution, the

target BS for offloading, NSC , can be determined based on the mobility-
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context information and the existing mobility statistics,

NSC = argmax
n

pnoff,u, n ∈ SC, (4.10)

with

pnoff,u = P [u |CF (vu, d
n
u) = n, t0 −Δt ≤ toff ≤ t0 +Δt] .

Here, pnoff,u refers to the offloading probability of UE u to target BS n

within the small-cell layer, SC, given the UE velocity, vu, and the UE

proximity to target BS n, dnu. vu and dnu are the inputs to the connection

function, CF . In addition, t0, toff and Δt denote the original time, the

offloading time interval and the time shift tolerance for data exchange,

respectively. It is noteworthy that there should be sufficient statistics

and accurate context information available in order to decide whether the

data exchange task should be delayed/advanced or executed at the origi-

nal time. Otherwise, an inaccurate prediction may force the UE to initiate

the data exchange closer to the macro cell-edge, thus even more network

resources may be consumed in the macro-cell layer. To avoid such conse-

quences in real-world implementations, data offloading to NSC may only

be suggested if pnoff,u is above a certain threshold set by the network oper-

ator. Since the target SBS, NSC , is deployed at a different frequency layer

than the serving cell, it is also more energy-efficient for the UE receiver to

start an inter-frequency cell search when the UE is in the close proximity

of NSC .

4.4.3 SON Performance Assessment

The SON performance evaluations were carried out for the HetNet de-

ployment scenario that is described in Section 3.1.2. In this scenario, 60

SBSs (per macro-site) are assumed to be randomly and uniformly dis-

tributed over the coverage area of a Macro-BS (MBS) with a 40 m min-

imum distance [PVIII]. In the performance evaluations, it was assumed

that the mobility (i.e., the UE speed and route) are correlated during the

time shift tolerance for data exchange.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the potential gains in terms of both offloading gain

and transmission power metrics. Based on the results, when the time

shift tolerance for data exchange is short, noteworthy offloading gains

(i.e., 2% or above) could only be observed for the UEs moving faster than

the 6 km/h speed. However, when the time shift tolerance is longer than

5 s, significant improvements could also be observed for the UEs at lower

speeds. Thanks to offloading, the network could also free up resources
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Figure 4.9. Relative data offloading gain and UL transmission power change in the case
of the context-aware connectivity optimization solution. The figure is based
on the results discussed in [PVIII].

for delay-critical services, such as Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Commu-

nications (URLLC) in the macro-cell layer. Furthermore, the average

UL transmission power decreases proportionally to the offloading gain

as shown in Figure 4.9. This may potentially enable energy saving on the

UE transmitter, thus resulting in longer battery lifetime.
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5. Conclusions

5.1 Conclusions

Self-Organizing Networks (SON) allows the automated control of various

Radio Access Network (RAN) parameters. With minimal human inter-

action, SON aims to provide greater performance gains in comparison to

legacy optimization solutions. As a result of more efficient and dynamic

use of network resources, it is expected that both OPEX and CAPEX are

reduced. In this regard, the doctoral dissertation contributed to the ongo-

ing SON research by exploring self-optimization capabilities in LTE and

its evolution toward 5G. To assess the SON performance, both analytical

and experimental frameworks were developed.

As discussed in the doctoral dissertation, network-wide antenna param-

eter optimization is essential to maximize the coverage and capacity per-

formance in the LTE Downlink (DL). Therefore, in the self-optimization

studies, a centralized SON solution was introduced for the optimization

of the Electrical Downtilt (EDT), antenna azimuth and horizontal Half

Power Beamwidth (HPBW) parameters. The simulation results showed

that the solution could provide 25% capacity improvement and 58% call

drop reduction when the UMTS site reuse scenario is assumed. Further-

more, the algorithm analysis indicated that the Case-Based Reasoning

(CBR) classifier reduces the risk of erroneous decisions - especially for the

EDT and horizontal HPBW parameters - in comparison with the Rule-

Based Reasoning (RBR) classifier.

In macro-cellular deployments with Vertical Sectorization (VS), there is

even greater potential to optimize the capacity performance in the LTE

DL when antenna parameters are optimally adjusted. For instance, the

median User Equipment (UE) performance - assuming the Best-Effort
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(BE) type service - could be improved by 58% and 85% when VS is adopted

within 3GPP case 1 and case 3, respectively. On the other hand, the ex-

cessive Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) between adjacent subsectors poses a

potential threat to the Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) service type. Hence, a

decentralized SON solution was developed to optimize the EDT parame-

ter at inner subsectors. The SON simulations were performed by assum-

ing the GBR type service. These simulations showed that when the self-

optimization is performed for the VS deployment, the BS load could be

reduced by 16% and 12% - in comparison to the standard three-sectorized

deployment - at the 3 km/h and 30 km/h UE speeds, respectively. Fur-

thermore, it was observed that the BS load could be reduced by 25% at

the 3 km/h UE speed and 23% at the 30 km/h UE speed when the self-

optimization is applied along with the coordinated scheduling.

In Uplink (UL), cross-channel resource optimization was considered as

the primary Coverage and Capacity Optimization (CCO) application which

can be adopted within the localized SON architecture. The UL evalua-

tions showed that in the case of longer Physical Random Access Chan-

nel (PRACH) preamble periods, Access Probability (AP) becomes more

sensitive to the changes in the network traffic. However, in the case of

shorter preamble periods, BS capacity shrinks due to larger PRACH over-

head. Therefore, the goal of the self-optimization task was not only to

minimize the access delay, but also to maximize the BS capacity. In the

SON evaluations, it was shown that LTE PRACH is mostly robust against

the changes in the network traffic and the UE mobility, hence there is

greater potential to optimize the BS capacity than the access delay. The

results suggested that the Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) ca-

pacity may be indeed improved by self-tuning the preamble period pa-

rameter, whereas the Contention-Based Random Access (CBRA) and Non-

Contention-Based Random Access (NCBRA) performance targets could be

met by adjusting the preamble split parameter that defines the allocation

of CBRA and NCBRA resources within a PRACH preamble.

In 5G networks, where a large number of Small-BSs (SBSs) are expected

to be deployed for capacity extension, not only conventional Key Perfor-

mance Indicators (KPIs) but also UE context could be potentially utilized

for the SON framework. Therefore, the impact of SBS densification on

the network performance, in relation to UE context, was analyzed. Based

on the simulation results, the small-cell layer could provide coverage to

58% of the mobile UEs when there are 60 SBSs per macro-site. Yet to
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maximize the overall throughput performance, 92% of the total BE data

traffic needs to be offloaded to the small-cell layer in both DL and UL di-

rections when the macro- and small- cell layers have the same amount of

system bandwidth available for the mobile traffic. It was shown that at

high SBS density scenarios, the amount of offloaded data could be max-

imized especially for the moderate- and high- speed UEs while the UE

power consumption could be significantly reduced in the UL. In this re-

spect, it was proposed that the SON architecture should evolve such that

UE and UE context thereof should be part of the future SON architecture.

In the SON evaluations, it was observed that when the time shift toler-

ance for data exchange is short, noteworthy offloading gains (i.e., 2% or

above) could only be observed for the UEs moving faster than the 6 km/h

speed. However, when the time shift tolerance is longer than 5 s, signif-

icant improvements could also be observed for the UEs at lower speeds.

Thanks to offloading, the network could free up resources for delay-critical

services, such as Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communications (URLLC)

in the macro-cell layer. Furthermore, battery lifetime within the UE could

be extended as the average UL transmission power could be reduced pro-

portionally to the offloading gain.

5.2 Future Work

The primary focus of this doctoral thesis is on the DL performance opti-

mization in SON. To complement the studies presented in the thesis, fu-

ture work could address further SON studies on the UL performance opti-

mization, for instance, in the case of Vertical Sectorization (VS). Moreover,

the SON framework should also be revisited in order to address the new

design paradigms emerged in 5G, such as millimeter wave based radio

access, beam-based mobility management, URLLC and split RAN archi-

tecture. The conventional SON framework enables the automated control

of various RAN parameters that will also exist in 5G networks. How-

ever, as partly discussed in this thesis, due to its reactive design approach

and lack of end-to-end knowledge, it may not always meet the stringent

requirements of 5G, for instance, in terms of data rate, latency and avail-

ability [4, 5, 6, 7]. In this respect, Machine Learning (ML) could play a

key role in 5G networks enabling big-data-driven analytics which could

transform the SON design from reactive to proactive and maximize the

network performance and the operational efficiency in 5G [90, 91, 92].
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Errata

Publications I, II, III

• The antenna radiation loss equations should be corrected as AH(ϕ) =

−min

[
12

(
ϕ

ϕ3dB

)2
, Amax

]
and AV (θ) = −min

[
12

(
θ

θ3dB

)2
, SLAv

]
. The

error consists of sub/superscript typos and does not affect the results.

• The transmit diversity term, STTD, refers to the space-frequency equiv-

alence of STTD in LTE FDD. This does not have any effect on the results.

Publication III

• In Figures 9 and 10, the shadowing decorrelation is 0 between the verti-

cal sectors. This illustration error does not affect the numerical results.

Publication IV

• The handover condition should be corrected as SINRsource cell ≥ −6 dB.

The typo - due to the missing minus sign - has no effect on the results.

• The similarity equation should be corrected as Similarity(C,Q) =

1√
M∑
k=1

N∑
j=1

[Wi,j ·(KPICi,j−KPIQi,j)]
2
. The error is comprised of missing brackets

and does not affect the results.
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Errata

Publications V, VI, VIII

• The SINR equations should be corrected as γ =
Ptx,s·Ls

−1∑
n �=s ρn·Ptx,n·Ln

−1+N

in [PV], γUE
s =

PPRB
tx,s ·LUE

s
−1∑

n �=s ρn·PPRB
tx,n ·LUE

n
−1+NPRB

in [PVI], and γcu,DL =

P c·Lc
u
−1∑

k �=c P
k·Lk

u
−1+N

, c = X(u) for DL and γcu,UL = Pu·Lc
u
−1∑

k �=c

∑
i �=u P i·Lc

i
−1+N

, c =

X(u) for UL in [PVIII]. The errors are comprised of superscript typos

and do not affect the results.

Publication VI

• The PRB BW parameter, BWPRB, is assumed to be 200 KHz in the sim-

ulations as the BW efficiency addresses the guard band overhead. This

does not have any effect on the results.

• The equations used in the self-optimization methodology should

be corrected as sp = argmax
s∈I

[ ∑
UE∈s

PRBUE
req,s +

∑
UE∈s∗

PRBUE
req,s∗

]
and

t=t2∑
s∈S

∑
UE∈s

PRBUE
req,s ≤

t=t1∑
s∈S

∑
UE∈s

PRBUE
req,s. The equation descriptions are cor-

rect in the text, but the satisfied UE ratio erroneously replaces the vir-

tual load in the equations. These typos do not affect the results.

Publication VII

• Self-optimization period, which is given as 300 s in Table I [PVII], should

be corrected as 60 s. It is a typo and do not have any effect on the results.

• The following equations regarding CBRA and NCBRA should be cor-

rected as nC,d = (1−DMPC) · nC and nNC,d = (1−DMPNC) · nNC . The

error is comprised of subscript typos and does not affect the results.

• The AP equations should be corrected as APC,m = 1−
m∏
i=1

(DMPC,i+(1−

DMPC,i) · CP ) and APNC,m = 1 −
m∏
i=1

(DMPNC,i + (1 −DMPNC,i) · BR).

The error is comprised of subscript typos and does not affect the results.
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